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FR©M rue EDIIT©R

Change is certain, progress is not - John Ruskin.

it cannot be denied that fashion comes into collecting? though sometimes I
wonder whether it is really fashion or just a herd instinct. wenty years ago most
bakelite radios and Ws were considered so hideous, scarcely anyone would give
them house room. No wonder so man were destroyed. Most old receivers were
pretty awful from an aesthetic point o view, but never mind, it’s good that they
are appreciated now.

People complain that it is almost impossible for a new collector to obtain
those "classic" sets, the pre-war Ht, the Bush W22, the Pye 315T and so on.
Well, if it is and i think careful attendance at furniture auctions will still turn up a
few good sets, why not start a new fashion and get in on the ground floor?

The USA usually starts trends before we do, so it is worthwhile looking at
what is hot property over there. For a start transistor ortable radios are,
particularly the Japanese ones we despised in the early 195 5. Sony made some
very elegant ones and while they are not exactly common, they are not
expensive either. Transistor portable TVs are also cheap and” are bound. to go up
in value. .So start now and stock up on Perdio Portoramas and Sony W 9-905.

Tie-in books on TV subjects and records of shows' theme tunes are still
chea , but becoming harder to find. The Dinky Supertoys of W outside broadcast
vehi es will not get any easier to find, either. '

Beyond this, the first enerations of portable calculators are becomi
collectible, though goodness ows where you look for them. Chart sho an
boot sales, I suppose. And what about those e computers like e M 41 (I
think that’s what they called it), the Nascom and - e Tangerine? They are bound
to appreciate in value, as will the very early books on personal" computing. Avoid
mass-market items like Eli-30$ though, if you-are expecting your investment to
appreciate. _ -- -

A couple of People said they found the print (Gill Sans) a little small to read
comfortably, so or the time being we have reverted to the old typeface
(Cheltenham), which is probably a b1t more legible. -

Sony, still no article on Wales West 3: North T'v' - that is because I have
learned that Tony Currie has done quite a bit of research on this short-lived lT‘vr
contractor. He has promised to share his knowledge vvith us! . . - -

Christmas is probably far from your thoughts now, but a special thanks to
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all those who sent cards. They were much appreciated.

I shall try and get  the next issue out a little ahead of time [I said I’ll I), so
could I ular contributors please endeavour to send in their preces rn goo tune?
Thanks! e next issue is already shagirrfi up well, with some real goodies.
included are a contemporary article on e B ’s interlude films (with locations},
a pre-war BBC programme schedule and much, much more. In fact i can’t wart
to read it mysel .

Finally, I don’t normally talk about private and personal matters here, but
I’ll make an exception this time because it Eobably affects you as well. In a
nutshell, [was burgled. Sure, I had double loc but even these are no deterrent
to a determined thief. Damage and loss amounted to several thousand pounds
and I suppose the only consolation was that the thieves‘ taste in W5 and video
equipment was for modern ones and not coilectors’ items. Subsequently I have
s ent a small fortune on a telephone-linked alarm system, something I had-
a ways had in mind but had never quite got round to doing!

The sad thi is that had I spent the cost of the alarm system before the
break-in ! would sti i have the items they stole, so I ended up spending the same
amount of cash but have less to show for it. Thieves can stnke anywhere, at an
time; I was burgled in the middle of the day in a built-up residential area. So If
you value your collection, consider what its loss would mean to you. Suddenly
those five or six hundred pounds for an alarm system look quite cheap. Your
collection must be worth more than that and is probably impossible to replace.
Remember, locks merely delay forcible entry, they do not prevent it. An alarm
generally scares off thieves. The very best deterrent, accordin to all the ex erts,
rs an external bell-box with the name of a compan that ony  sufipiies p one-
linked alarms, such as Telecom Security or ADT. Be ore you turn t e next page,
just take two minutes to think this over.
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As I mentioned last time, issues I to It will be reprinted .as a sin le issue this
winter. The format will be the same as the issue you are rea now but
otherwise will be more or less as the magazines were printed then. ere were
many interesting articles in this first volume and this will be a good opportunity to
have them all together in the newer, handy-sized format. The more glaring1
mistakes will be corrected and new knowledge added where possible. 'Srna 5
advertisements will be omitted, as they are not really relevant now. Some old
advertisements and pictures will be added to make up the material.

The all-in price (post free) will be $5. There will be only one printinfi
initially, and orders received after it is sold out may be delayed until stocks f-a _
low enough to warrant reprinting - sorry! 5011:?” had best secure your copy
now. Please write reprint clearly on your note. e publication will be osted as
soon as it is received from our printers in Nottiraham, probably during ebmary—.
Many thanks to those who have already placed eir order!
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LETTERS, WE GET LETI'ERS

letters or parts of letters not
finded for publication should be
marked as such, otherwise we’ll
publish and be darrrnedl

From Peter Delaney GBKZG, 6 East
‘lliew Close, Wfirave, Berke,
RGlll SBJ (tel. 0T3 £13121):

If anyone has it, I would like a co _ y
of the Jonathan Miller production ( e
directed it as well) of Alice in
Wonderland. Oriana] transmitted
on 23th Decern r 965, it was
repeated on 2nd November 1936 as
part of the BBC’s anniversary
celebrations (and so Ina have been
taped by a 405 Alive rea erl).

If anyone can help, I can copy
VHS by return or send a suitable
tape, as preferred.

From Steve Bennett, Surrey, British
Columbia:

l was interested to read the mention
of 405 Alive in Radio Bygones.
Please add me to your subscription
list for a year.

i am ve interested in old Til
and have sets "om various European
countries for 405, 625 and 319 line
systems as well as our local 525. i
moved here from England It] years
ago and brought my collection of W5
and other electronic ‘unk with me. At
that time about I t} 'I‘lls, m '
British from the years lgdfi to 19? .
Most of these were icked up for
very little at jumble es, but I don’t
like to think what it has cost to ship
and store them!

Page at

i used to receive 319 line Til
(Lille ch. File) in south-east London
on a DIX set—up i had and made a
number of trips to Paris looking for
old cheap 8H} and 819525 line sets. I
also went to Brussels and pickedTup
a few of the mum-standard 5
(systems BlClElFlGlH). I used to ask
around for an 441 line sets but never
found any. I 0 at least have one pre-
war 'I‘li, a Marconi 705 mirror-lid
We.

1 have a 625 line British ill-IS
video recorder and 1 recorded uite a
lot before I moved here inc udi
whole tapes of test cards for 525 an
405 lines. I also have a Philips
LDLlflfl2 V'I‘R.

I work in electronics des' n
and don’t get a lot of time to actua y
work on restori the Tils at the
moment. I also co lect old Minis and
am active in the local owners’ club.

Fascinating stall, Steve.- You
obviously started collecting just at
the right timel l too also used to
watch Lille when l lived at
Faversham, also the system C
pro rammes ll'on'r Belgium. Never

— rea ly paid much attention though

From Brian Renforth, 174
Helms] Road, San ord,
Neweas e-upon-Tme, NE2 l :-

"William Te “ is now be
transmitted on Granada’s "Ni htline
in the e hours of Sunday; e onl
thing is at it’s not the old I'l‘
pr rarnme but a dreadful USA re-
m e. Th also continue to show
old mid 5 Denis Mitchell "This
England" rograrnmes in the early
hours of ursdnail, listed as “About
Britain“. ost of these
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documentaries are de res-sing but
0K to fill up the ends o tapes on LP.
Meanwhile W—AM are showin the
original l"I'he Herbs" series uring
their l‘Cartoon Camival" slot on
Sunday morniqgs. I think the last
timelsaw The erbswas inthe days
of channel 5! “The Sounds of the
Sixties" has been an excellent
collection of old W and
telerecordings plus the odd ident or
globe and clock symbol.

l have acquired an old 19"
McMichael set, the MT'i63. At first no—
one seemed to know the model.
(The layout is not unlike the BT3fl2
but it does not have a bowed front.)
It works quite well but i still need a
back for it and a screening can for
the line output transformer area.
Anyone with ideas please write
direct to Bn'un.

The info on CRTs in issue 12
was interesting. Perhaps someone
can comment on the significance of
the serial numbers.

At Camden Market in London I
saw one of those Philco Predicta sets
going for £500! Didn't say if it was
working or not either!

interestin . .  I wonder if there is a
market or these attractive but
outlandish sets. My suspicious mind
thinks this is the same set that i saw
there last year for £300! - AE

From John Reeve SEATS,
Mildenhail:

Please renew my sub. for another
ear. I find the m azine most

interesting and it ”rings back
-memories of my early days in W

(from l952].

M2“) working well. Unfortunat
built the modulator for channel I and
of course the set was channel 3.
These sets were made with plug-in

l have now got my Murphy;
33’
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RF strips for the different channels
but a channel 3 version will come
down to channel 1 with the addition
of about 200p? across each turret
“in ' . The next project will be a
Pye 31 T. [also have a Murphy V230,
a s e little set. i don’t think 1 have
room or any more TVs and my main
interest is old radios. Mind on, if
someone gives me a Bush 2 Hi
find room!

From Roger Bunney, Ramsey:

in answer to your query over the
qpening sequence of Southern

elevisron _ When Chillerton
handed over to Southem having
ceased transmitting Test Card C or I],
there were a few minutes of no
vision, then Southem ran on 15mm
fully coated the full sequence of
Southern Rhapsody with a tuning
caption, then into the last 30 seconds
or so with views of Salisbu
Cathedral, Canterbury same, it
1«iictory at Portsmouth, Fawley
Refinery, horses in the New Forest
and I think the QE 1 or QM with tugs.
The music was Southern Rhapsod
on the Southern label but restrict
There was also an announcement by
station senior announcer Brian
Nissen that advised 1you you were
uratchir? Southern elevision from
the Chi] erton Down ch. i i  and Dover
ch. 10  transmitters, then it included
the Newhaven relay butwhen a few
more relays were included, then the
charmelitransmitter info was
dropped. Brian Nissen used to
appear in. films, including the
navigator in The Dam Busters in the
main— Lancaster. These days
announcers for presentation are a
thing of the past.

I 'oined Southern Television in
1964. e used to transmit a Tony
Blackburn show, iust after he left the
Caroline boat, and we were the
conunerciai equivalent of Top of the
Pops. But now these programmes I
worked on are going out as golden-
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memorabilia. I sometimes wonder
where all the years have gone. i
remember on a cold Christmas Eve
at 13.00 in 1969 wat ' live
pictures of the llo 3 (‘5’) win t we
were on a co d and windswept
Wmcanton race course. That
scanner (which was G reg.) is still in
use at T'v'S, ha ' been repainted
from its Southem b ue. it’s the eldest
scanner in the UK that operates
{scanner uan fans - get your bids in
now!). On its 2ls t  birthday, the
scanner flew Southem TV blue flags
with the star logo on in the car park
and TVS laid on a reception for the
OB staff [few that there are].

Great stufifl Roger. Now can anyone
remember what that tuning caption
was which went with the Southern
Rhaps music? Was it the
standar iTA l'i'iicasso" one, or was it
the "Transmitters in Service" list?

From David Smith, Hinckley:

(David ordered a modulator irom
Mihied Meier; as mentioned in issue
i l ,  and we sup tied a VHS tape of
Test Card C on 05 lines }
Thank you for the 405 line tape that
you sent me. I am very pleased with
the quality, it’s better than i
irn ined. lvl VCR (3‘85), modulator
and om 1 00 work well together!

From Robin Howells, IE Dunlin
Drive, Sgennels, Kidderminster,
Worcs., D it} 4Tb:

Can anyone tell me if the face of a
GEC cathode ray tube 650] is
flat or of the usual shape. I have an
early EEast-war TV which has a GEC

4h tube fitted in place of the
[II and it does not look right in the

mask Any help would be
appreciated.

Please write direct to Robin.
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From Brian Renforth, Sandyford:

The "On the Buses" video doesn’t
feature the original London
Weekend idents as expected; the
end of e isode 3 doe have the
o ' ' a1 sti "From London 1liri'eekenrzl

- Colour Production", however. I
sup ose we should be grateful for
that. Otherwise episodes are
complete but break stills are cut of
course. Qualigr is excellent for a
commercialvi eo tho h the original
recordings reveal the o d drop-out.

Finally, does an one out there
recall a programme c led “Mr Piper",
starring a m ician who was on the
large SIZE an wore a hat? Possibly
American I recall seeing it {and
even the theme tune in which Mr
Piper san "Remember me, Come
and see 1 the ..."} in the days of
Tyne Tees Television Channel 3. I
seem to be the only one who
remembers it, m favourite
programme at the time.

Your a eing editor thanhiirlhr hadn ’t
remem ered it until now. Yuk! What
a sick-matting Jorogrammei 1Worse

than Tingha an Tucherii {Altogether
now, "Boomerang, boomerang ..."i

From Mike lltlarrey, Burbage:
l read my first copy of 4H5 Alive from
cover to cover as soon as it arrived. I
was pleasantly surprised at the wide
variety of topics covered and found
them all interestinghand readable, not
the catalogue of istorical events I
leared they might be. So I am eagerly
looking forward to the next issue.

I. am curren , among many
other projects, comp etel restori . a

PyeB 2tl :wouldanarticeonthis e
suitable for publication?

Can birds fly? Do fish swim? Yes, of
course, we’d tone to see this hind of
article, indeed we can’t wait.
Perhaps readers can. help Mitre with
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some missing spares for this
receiaer, see the want ads for precrse
detaiis.

From Steve James, West
Bridgl’ord:

i was very interested in Brian
Renforth’s article on TV spin-oilr
records. I have an interestin "
single, circa 1962, labelled e .
Purity hish .li 1e", subtitled (cue
sixties ad-voice "To of the Po 5
an ' e, all time“. I t s  quite a jo [y
lit e tune, with lyrics along the fines
of "Eat them with your breakfast, eat
them with your tea, have them hot in
the evening for all the famil-iee ".
So there it is. l’ve at  it and I‘m not
afraid to use it, ut only in self-
defence of course! I’d be interested
to know if this brings shudders of
recognition from fellow 405 Alivers.
Perhaps we could even ascertain
how many sausage skins had to be
sent in to qualify for a copy

What a rash remark! Your greyin
editor remembers it not a batte
royai, a concerted chaiienge for the
nation’s custom when it came to
sausages in that period. Purity Pat’s
irish sausages were championed by
an animated ieprechaun sort of
creature, white i think a pig extotied
the praises of Richmond pork
sausages. And if i remember right,
Friar Tacit h'om "Robin Hood"
guzzied Waits sausages on screen
with convincing deiight. This was on
Midlands iTlr’, other re ions ma
have seen different bran 3. But bac .
to the fetter

Also, during the summer, at a
car boot sale i bought a couple of 12"
73 m discs interestingly labelled
"B C". They are in fact two acetates,
each containin the theme to
Wacko" twice in succession, only
one side of each disc having been
cut, of course]. One record is
labelled “Rehearsal", the other
"Frans". They are dated 3i4i53. I
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wonder how they escaped

At last a dream has come true.
it programme on fills pop that has no
flash graphics or silly intrusions.
programme that features old
continuity links, globes and raphics.
[thought I must ave been earning
when i finished watching the first
instalment, it was just too ood to be
true! The music materi is both
interesting and diverse — obviously
this programme is a labour of love for
its creators. Witness the BBC-iv in
sloping blocks on the end credits!
Apart from some very clean
telerecordinfis, we are even bei
treated to 4 5 line video tape whic
has you wondering exactly what we
were playing at by dropping the 405
line system! "Sounds o t e istiedr is
sim ly the best thing since, since,
wel , Clodagh Rodgers - and that is
saying something!

From Bob Smallbone, Bognor
Regis:

Re David Boynes’s letter (p3, issue
l2), l have a Pye TF1 working on its
original DEAC pack. Does anyone
know how many of these sets were
produced?

And from Jar: J anssen, Dongen:

Does anyone know how many 44]
line sets were produced in France?

From Alan Hobden GBYNN,
Ninfield:

Regardin Malcolm Burrell’s article
|[issue 1 , page 32), l was always
under the impression that Robin Day
won his award for the Pye
Contempor , the wwod-grained
version of the ontinental.

I built a Premier kit TU using a
VCRQ? tube in 1943 - and was a
service engineer from 1955 to i953
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working with Pye, Philips, Hush,
Murphy and KB.

From Dave Hooper, Dublin:

Thanks to the article on age l l  of
issue 12  I bou ht a S copyI of
"Branch Line Rat way" from the BC
shop in Beifast. I find the Television
Newsreei title sequence a classic
and very nostaigic.

My TV activity has slowed
down while I practise for my morse
test in order to gain an El licence. I
haven’t been active on the air for
more than 30 years so i can be
forgiven for being rusty. i heard an El
slow-scan 'i‘v' station on two metres
and I’m joining the irish Radio
Transmitters Society and so will be
able to find out who‘s who in
amateur television here. A month

o I 'oined the South Dublin Radio
ub ere in Tempieogue, and I’m

findin how the amateur radio scene
has c an ed. I feel like Rip van
kle,  t ere is so much new
technology. Anyway, morse is the
first step.

And good luck with the test, Dove!

From Paul Wright
Stafford:

(33501“,

The item re uestin inionnation on
the BE. o .  [ ngiish Electric}
projection set  in ' ued me. In the
time 1952-172 I wor ed in Stafford at
the Nelson Research Labs of the BE.
Co.. We were in close contact with
Liverpool {was it Netherlon?) where
the sets were made and had" at
Statiord many IfiTIID sets on field-
test with "senior" personnel and on
soak test in the lab.

But I never heard of a
projection set. The IfiT was the
round tin cone 16" metal tube- Their
best set was the T40, especially with
the 1?" English Electric tube
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{aluminised}. Soon after, though, E.E.
gave it all up. The worst th' was
probably the selenium HT rec ' rers -
can you imagine the u t there
must have been in ”The ough" - a
residential house for prospective
commercial customers - when one
set caught fire? The smell was still
there the next day when we went in
to repair it. .

In ch e of the labs was a
man called yril Brown; he had a
wicked sense of humour and used to
play tricks on people. One of his
ideas was to put a Pharoah‘s
Serpentfivlount Vesuvius {a kind of
indoor firework that was popular in
those days) inside a T’vir and connect
it across the filament winding. 1When

the set was switched on it would fill
with black smoke and paper ash -
harmless but most unnerving!

Another of his japes was to
connect the frame scan coils of a TV
in reverse and tell a junior technician
the "W aerial was conencted upside
down - go up on the roof and put it
right!

Memories! I was sent once to
Ipswich, from Stafford, complete
with a LOPT costing £5 [which i
probably still have!] to repair a model

ET. The fault was one of the TCC
{ILIHIIUF or {1.0q 'Fk‘it' ca 5 in the
voltage doubler unit - 7s 5 from the
local TV shop! I stayed overnight in

Felixstowe and had to return ain to
the set. The BBC had switch on its-
new Marmingtree transmitter -
quick re-tune required!

Back in 1956, we along with
Liverpool and an 03' unit from
Chelmsford made a closed. circuit T'v'
programme at Keele University on
the occasion of the inauguration of
Sir George Barnes as principal. We
used a projection set then but I think

- i t  was Philips or Decca. It broke
down and we had to take out one or
two 9" monitors from other places!-
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From Gary Flatten, 2 Callerton
flare, Stanley, Co. Durham, DH9

i thought I'd tell on about my
recently installed 6 5 to 405 lines
converter. The converter is in fact
David Boynes’s first development
model and was dis layed at the
BV‘WS meeting in arpenden in
November 19 5. At present the
equipment does not have an
interpolator which results in stepped
diagonal lines and a loss of vertical
detail, but nevertheless pictures are
su ris' pleasi . An interpolator
wil begged {313:3

I have recently fulfilled an
ambition to view 405 I1ne pictures on
a really big-screen set. i acquired 2 i "
in the past but sadly their line output
transformers were taut . Now,
however, I have obtained a F" Thom
schools receiver fitted with the 950
series dual-standard chassis; the set
was built about 1956.

The pictures on the set are
really bright; the US-made icture
tube has plenty of life in it. e set
stands six feet high on the stand
which was made for it and is really
heavy. According to the head teacher
of the school where the set came
from, the 525 line standard has never
been used. I would like to hear from
anyone with memories of this set.

From Dave Probert, Wednesbury:

If you see the video “Comedy
Classics of the 605", study the box.
Quite a nice batch of clips from 405
bfw telerecordings to 625 colour

From Steve James, 354
Lou hborough Road, West
Bri ord, Nottingham, N62 'i'FD:

l have just acquired a dual standard
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Ultra Bermuda model 6638. This is a
25 inch set! As far as I know, it was
the biggest tube size ever used for
405-lines. I don’ t think anyone but
Thorn made one this size, and it was
only available under the Ultra brand
name. it uses the 950 chassis. it was

uite pricey new (in 1955) at 39 gns
with the obligatory silver matching

legs at an extra '2 gnsi it works very
well, altho h on 40 -lines the line
structure R LY does show up!  I’d
be interested to know if anyone
knows of other sets of equal tube
size being made, or even If anyone
has another example of this one.

From Tony Fell, Kingston-upon-
Thames:

Enclosed is my renewal cheque for
405 Alive and very good value it is.
My only plea: how about a few more
Ehotographs of actual equi ment to

e1 with identification. ou could
pro ably get say 6 on a page.

A recent acquisition is a small
book ‘Television" by T..J. Morgan
Elublished in 1951 as part of the

echanical Age Library by Frederic
Muller Ltd. art from some very
interesting penod photos, it features
one of the most concise appraisals of
the subject covering history, radio
communication and television
technique- Highly recommended
guide to the then state of the art.

Another item concerns the
walkie-talkie currentl available from
Tandy at the reduce rice of £5.95.-
To my mind, mod' ' existing-
e uipment to meet ones  need is
o en as interesting as building from
scratch, and these units seem the
ideal way to make a chea
modulator for band I. As a sound it
almost no mods are required, fust
disconnect the speaker and feed ine
ievelflow—impedance sound via a
lflruF capacitor to junction of RSICS.
lncrease value of C3 for better LF
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response.

its a video modulator some external circuitry is required and i’ve sketched
my ideas beiowé ' .- - i hope that using two of these units with a
simple wer supp can provide a cheag route to generating RF for Band 1 sets.
i woul think that e crystals are proba 1y 3rd over-tone; they don’t have to be
exactly spot-on as the fine tuner should allow for some error.

I’ve not much to add to the comments about "1001 Nights" and Lime Grove
pr ammes. At the moment "Sounds of the Sixties" seems to be the best
disp ay of  television production art, with some really superb telerecordings.

?3 de GYDGWI GTKCR

PS: I forget to mention the morse code button generates a tone on  transmission,
useful for setting up the sound; it gives horizontal blackfwhite bars on vision.

The inch of photos is noted, but we do print vin‘uatiy alt that we receive - we’re
reiiant on you the contn'butors! Accepted that the quatity of reproduction of
photos is not ail that it couid be. We have had a kind offer of processing hatt-
tones at weti heiow the commerciai rate but it wouid stiii push up the price of
your magazine, and i am not sure you woutd want this. The matter is stitt under
consideration anyway. JAE

And finally, many thanks to ati of you for re-subscrib ing and those who
wrote tiLtnny or appreciative comments

Thanks for a fantastic magazine [Gerald E: Heien Myers, Chevet Books]
I find 4:15 Alive very interesting and useful on cold winter nights {Andrew

Benton}

E am renewing but want to send an abusive postcard an ay: having
succeeded in answe ' four questions out of the twenty i decidedyxht to waste
paper - l blame my lac of knowledge on my lack of agei (Simon Bryant)

Super mag as usual, can’t wait for the next! (Bob Smailbone}.

0 Son-y! We seem to have lost Tany’s di ram, H0 efull

I g Tony wili unite again1 when he has finishaegd the mect, it
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TELEVISION NEWSREEL
SCOTTISH MOVES

The Scottish Museum of Communication Foundation is a new society for
everyone interested in the history of communication and information technology.
Already a collection of equipment weighing 25 tones has been amassed (l) and
as there is much restoration and preservation work to be done, the museum is
looking for volunteers to help the process.

An inaugural meeting will be held on Saturday l l t h  January 1992 at 99.39
and you are invited to attend. The venue is the Mountbatten Bullding of Heriot
Watt Universi in Grassmarket, Edinburgh. Further information from Harry
Matthews on 9 9324501

FILMI‘Jl'lil'l'l.Iir

It has been mentioned before that during the 19505 and 19695 television relied
much more on film than it does today. Even in the early days of videotape [VF]

resentations, stations such as AW :11 London [Foley Street} had five telecine
Efilrn) channels as opposed to just one ‘v'T. Both 16mm and 35mm gau es were
used: Him for news and station idents, 35mm for most feature rms  and
commercials. Of course there were exceptions to these "mics" and many canned
programmes were shown on lfirnrn in t e USA, though not so much over here
where the higher quality of 35mm was prized.

LOOKING YEARS AHEAD

What is Monro—Computing and how can you get into Visual Reality? ‘What is a
Chladni Plate and how does a micro hone work? What is an electron gun and
how does it help a television work? ese are just a few of the uestions to be
answered in the 1991f92 IEE Faraday Lecture, co-presented by Phi ips Electronics
and imperial College, London. -

Entitled "fears Ahead’ the Lecture will visit 16  towns and cities throughout
the UK and should be seen by an audience of over 35,990. The six month tour
ends in Sheffield on 13  March 1992, visitn 16 major UK cities along the way. If it
comes to your area, do go along. The presentations are always worth attending-
and altfhofilgh instructive, they are also entertaining and bring technology to life in
a rare as on.

This time the one houwreseutation will look at the development of such
high technology products as 5, computers, stereo systems and compact discs
and trace their origins back to the work of Michael Faraday, the father‘ of
eiectncal science. The Lecture will also provide a glimpse of the future by
looking at how these technolo ies might develo in the twenty-first century. For
further information contact the EB: on 433-3133 1-.
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CONTRIBUTIONS AND STYLE

A subscriber asked if we would like an article on the complete restoration of an
old receiver and if so, what to say (and how). Well of course, we’d certainly like
that kind of article, indeed any article, so these words apply to everyone who‘d
like to have a go at writing

Articles from accomplished writers are very nice, but we don’t stand on
ceremony here. So even if you have never written for publication before, just go
ahead and start now. Don’t worry about the words or style, it‘s that very variety
that makes the rn axine interesting to people. Put in as much as possrbie, we
can always cut it own if necessary or 5 read a long series over two or more
parts. As for content, just hear in mind w at you would like to see if you were
reading someone else’s article. The whole point of arlicles on repair and
restoration is to ive inspiration, encouragement and ractical assistance to other
folk, people o are not stupid but Lperhaps a 'ttle uncertain about their
ca abilities. Feel free to point out the pi alls, also advise eo le where the high
vo ts are! Some newcomers have no experience of HT antl-lll‘

SPECIFIC HELP WANTED

A number of readers have asked how to tackle brushing - that flexing noise that
some sets make when first switched on after a tong period of dormancy. Would
anyone like to contribute their knowledge? Safety topics are important; we need
more articles on matters affecting life expectancy.

[TV CAMERA COLLECTION MOVES

Two readers have kindl advised that the l'l‘l.»r collection of historic 'l‘v' cameras -
comrnonl known as e Bob Warren collection, since it was through Bob‘s
foresight at they were saved - has been moved from its secret hidin place to
the National Museum of Film, Photograph and Television at Bradford. t is good
to know that these historic cameras are 3 e. _

MAGIC PRODUCT

[t is not often that one comes across a product that does all it claims, even Eess
when rt performs nuracles. But that is exactly what i have done.

Greggate, who make the Paste Polishing No. 5 we all know and love for
cleaning akelite, have sent me a sample of their Plastic Polish. This is an
industrial product used-for cleaning perspex windows and acr¥lic baths; it was
original develo for the windscreens of Spitfires, i am to d. But it is also
superb or actu. y removing scratches from soft plastics like teie 706 cases. i
ined 1t out 111 drsbelref on the case of an early Sony portable Tit. Amaxi ! It
actually removed shallow scratches and made deep ones much less visible.
snags? Yes, you can only buy rt in cartons of one dozen at £19.?0 plus VAT, but It
is far more effective (and cleaner} than Brasso or whatever. Greygate are on
flfi33—3?????. -

Normal disclaimer: l have not been paid, bribed or anything else to praisr.
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these products. UK, so they did give me a free sample but it really is magic stuff.

CAMBRIDGE MUSEUM

Back in issue 11 I asked if anyone oing to the newCambridge Museum of
Technology could give us a report. An ew Elphonstone has ohhged.

"It’s definitely worth a visit iRmu’re into steamfmodel railwaysftelephones,
etc.. When I couldn’t find the old 5 (there were several old radios on display] I
went and asked. 1 was shown the two exhibits wrapped in black piastic bags
stored in one of the old steam boiler’s flues! They’ve ot serious woodworm
apparently and were endangering the other exhibits. l dn’t unwrap them so i
can’t tell you what they are but I’m going back to glet them. There’s nobody there
who’s really into TV, so when i get the time {an have won their confidence a
bit) i’ll bring them home and see what I can do and what needs doing.

"The museum in the old pumping station in Cheddars Lane is well worth
visiting, though. It is run by volunteers who ac uire exhibits and keep them
working. Onerather bizarre exhibit is a "urind- p' magneto telephone from the
Falkland Islands which was apparentllgr in regular use until damaged by the
Argentinians. They’ve aiso gift a very o (if not the oldest} electron microscope,
courtesy of the University, 1 elievef

The Cambridge Museum of Technology is just off the A45 road, east of the
city, and is ogen on the first Sunday of each month from 14.00 to 11m}. Enquiries
to 0223-6355 .

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

Quite a few of you, i know, are just as interested in what goes inside new T‘v’s as
in the "old stuft“, so you mi ht find E‘v'Rs mildly amusing or whatever. If you
thought that EUR stood for ectronic Video Recording you’re right, but it now
also stands for an electronically variable resistor. This fiendish device is used as a
preset control and its value is stored digitallyrhinside an EEPROM (electronically-
erasible programmable read-only memory}. e EEPROM can often be changed
only by entering hexadecimal codes from an external keypad. Carbon-track
variable resistros are much easier to tweak, thank goodness.

LICHFIELD [IVES 0N

National Transcommunicafions Ltd, broadcast transmission compan for
inde endent television and radio, officially opened its new Central Repair tores
buil 'ng on the Britannia Park industrial estate. in Lichfield last November.

The building provides more than 12,0116 5 uare feet of warehouse space
ius additional of ice accommodation. Some 14, 0 different iines of spares are
eld ready for rapid repair of the company‘s national network of television and

radio transmitters. to the repair workshops, specialist staff service modules from
a wide variety of broadcast and communications eqltilipment ranging from radio
pagers to complex computer-controiled sub-assemb esin high-power television
transmitters.
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National Transconununications is expanding into particular areas of
telecommunications to augment its core business in broadcast transmission.
The corn anv’s links with the city of Lichlield began in the 19505 with the
opening e Midlands I'I'v" transmitter at Hints. More recently, radio and television
broadcasting has moved to Sutton Coldfield, but the mast at Hints remains for
use by hl'i'Ls telecommunications customers, and the broadcast maintenance
teams are still based at the site.

THE JENNIFER GAY FAN CLUB (update)

fislrltippet of inionnation culled from a 1952 edition of the picture magazine John
II . _

"Jennifer Gav, 15  year old Children’s l-lour announcer, da hter of conductor
Hugo Rignoid. Was a bridesmaid at the wedding of Peter om son, senior
Eroducer of Ws chiidren‘s pro rammes. She did so well he hire her for W.

oes to the Royal Academy of ancing where she won the Solo Award. As the
best punil in her class she won a visit to Copenhagen for the Hans Andersen
Festival.‘

Mmm, so it’s Jennifer Rignold. [DH]

And just as we were lgoing to press, look what turned up in a magazine {TV
News, Jubr 1953 oetuo y)

From a Young Viewer
Dear  Mr .  Editor .

I read Junior  Viewer in the last
edition of  Tv News and  i agree that there
should be a regular junior  announcer.  l 'm
verjir sorry tha t  Ienniier Gav has left, but
I 'm  glad she is  learning to  dance.

My friends and  I feel that as i t 's  a prop-
gramme sneciall}r forchildren wesironirfhave
a child announcer .  Couldn ' t  the BBC in-
vite difi’erent children as guest announcers
and then, asi: the viewers t o  pick their fav-
ourite t o  take the nlace of Jennifer ‘3

1lieu rs  sincerely,
Carshalton, Surrey. Geraldine  Brooker

[Age l l ]
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PICTURE PAGE
by Steve jomes, Alan Keeling and Brian Renforth

All the latest video reviews

A Happy New Year to one and all, and welcome to 1992. Come to think of you
ARE welcome to it! For this is the age of Ford Sierras, pop records that sound
like someone ti pin a bucket of broken glass down an iron staircase, and
perhaps worst o all 25 line colour W! Ugh. I think I shall Ipretend that it’s 1952
instead, the age of F'ord Zephyrs, Alma Cogan and 405 lines. Much better! Now,
as soon as l’ve finished watching "Emergency Ward ill", I shall repose on the
leopardskin sofa and start the renews...

Let’s see what wondrous gifts are to be found in the inner bag of Life’s
comflake packet...

THE [TC COLLECTION. 1it"arious titles. Colourfflfirw. £10.99

[TC were responsible for some of the best Il‘v' filmed series of the fifties and
sixties. Now, some of the best remembered are being released to enjoy again.
Quite a number of titles are already available with more to come in due course.
Most of the tapes contain two 50 minute episodes of the particular title, which
whilst perhaps not being brilliant value, is about par for the course- A good
number of these series were shown several times on l'l‘l.rr over the last twen or
so years, but often at odd times where a lot us may have missed them. he
prints are of super quali on the whole and are as originally shown, unless of
course you feel they wou d be enhanced by a slide saying "An ATlrr Presentation"
(or whichever your region isl'was) being crashed over the closing frames of film!—

_ Perhaps a quick run through some of the titles may act as a memory
logger.

One of the earliest shows available is The Adventures of Robin Hood.
Dating from 1955, this series starred Richard Greene as the chap in green fights,
assisted bmAlexander Gauge as Friar Tuck, Patricia DriscolUBemadette O’Farrell
as Maid arian and Archie Duncan as Little John. The dastardly Sheriff of
Not ' ham was la ed by Alan lultr’heatley. [Methinks Maid Marian would be less
than p eased wi e road bearing her name in Nottin ham today, for it is a
mile-and—a-half or so of late fills concrete madness, titled aid Marian Wa " and
is to be avoided at all costs]. The Adventures of Robin Hood ran for a ve _
healthy 143 episodes and was also popular in America. Indeed many later 1T
series were intended for both British and American consumption, which explains
why some were made in colour way before it was introduced over here.

[TC handled distribution of much of Gerry Anderson‘s material, and
Super-car, on offer here, is a good example of a relatively early Anderson series.
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It dates from 1961, and follows the exciting adventures of Mike Mercury, pilot of
the amazing Supercar. From its base in the Nevada desert, Supercar travels on
land, under the sea, in the air or even out into space! Mike 15 assisted in his
assignments be; Professor Popkiss and Doctor Beaker, inventors of the craft,
young .1111]mI ibson who at [1 years old became part of the team, after being
rescued by em. Obviously alrnost anyone could become flan of the Sn roar
team, and recruiting standards slipped sufficiently for itch, Jimmys pet
monkey, to join the fun!

The uppets look rather primitive by comparison to later attempts, such as
Joe 90 or aptain Scarlet. They all have extremely large heads and eyes like soft-
hoiled eg 5. In fact rather like most of us feel on New Year’s Day! 39 F isodes
were ma e altogether, after which came the fab Fireball XL-S series in 19 2.

Dan er Man he an a seventy-one episode run in 1950. Patrick McGoohan
was John rake, a free ance spy, working for the British Secret Service At a time
when James Bond was all the go, the programme featured a host of the finest
British gadgetry. There were flowers containing hidden microphones, pens as
cameras and tiny tape recorders as well, tiny ta recorders. McGoohan was
very cool and ruthless as John Drake, and, despite is efforts, became something
of a heart-throb with the ladies, although he said he hated the 'TV star“ image.

The two episodes on this tape were in fact the last two reduced, and the
only two in colour. Unfortunately both stories are set in the and of the Risi
Yen and in some cases use exactly the same sets, linked b¥hstock footage o
Japan. By this time {1966) MaCoohan was probably planning e Prisoner, and
so Danger Man came to an end.

Randall and Hogrkirk Deceased (known in the USA. as "My Partner The
Ghost") dates from 196 and features Mike Pratt as Jeff Randall, Kenneth Cope as
his (late) partner Marty Hopkirk and the rather nice Annette Andre as Marty’s
wife Jeannie. In the first episode "lvl late lamented friend", Marty meets his end
by being knocked down by a villain 5 car. He is soon hack, however, and helps
Jeff Randall to track down his killer. Of course Marty is invisible to all but Jeff,
which leads to some very amusing situations where they are havirg an argument
or discussion in room with a third person present! The series is highly
entertainin , having been made with the tongue firmly in the cheek. e
deceased arty never comes across as being in any way sinister. He is usually
just plain mischievlous, frustrated or initating. -

It‘s worth watching out for Randall’s trend flat, with o art-type posters
and one of those Pye Olympic dual standard T‘v'sly ' p p

That’s just a selection of what’s available. if it has whet your a petite, it’s
well worth having a look in the shops to see what other titles have so aced too.

Finally, thanks must go to Steve Evans for pointing out silly errors in. the Dr
Who tape review a couple of issues o. I stand corrected! Please point out any
errors 1 make in these reviews - i re rse that many of you have a vastly superior
knowledge of these things than someone such as 1.

See you next time! {SJ}
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SUPERCAIL [TC 0791. Price £939

Hoora l At last ITC are issuing some of their classic back-catalogue on sell
throng video. [1‘C are not new to this field, having issued several tapes of poor
quality (often NTSC conversions) American adaptations some of which are
unfortunately still available via Channel 5, "lnvaswn UFCl" being an example.
Hopefully such compilations will eventually be withdrawn in favour of original
versions. Let’s get back to lTC’s new wave on the home video front.

Four episodes of Gerry Anderson’s first programme for A'I'WITC are
presented here in their entirety and as originally transmitted, minus the
piogramme to break lead inlout sequences which is to be expected of course.

e picture and sound quality are both first class and it is obvious that new prints
were used. As for the content, relive the adventures of Mike Mercury and crew
about a car that can travel in space, underwater and presumably on the road as
well! 1iy’olume 1 features the first four episodes. Volume 2 has also become
available though I haven’t seen this yet. .

Also look out for two volumes of "The Saint“, one of ”Randall and Hopkirlt
{Deceased]", "The Adventures of Robin Hood" and "Danger Man" in colour.
"Fireball XLS" and "Space l999" are to be released in 1992.

Full marks lTC: 12 out of it]. Hopefully other releases will be as good as
this one. [BR] "

THE SAINT, Volume 1 .  lTC. Price £19.99

Way back in 1962, after just completing the "Maverick" series, Roger Moore
became Leslie Charteris’s dashing adventurer The Saint. And isn’t it grand to see
at long last actual episodic adventures as op sed to feature-length two-parters,
previously released on the Channel Fivelabe a few years ago?

An a , the pilot episode "The Talented Husband" features veteran actress
Patricia oc ‘hammin it up“, Derek Farr doing an unconvincing "drag act" and a
rather sexy irl'-next oor in the sha e of S irley Eaton playing an insurance
lirltgrlestigator. I this and a very school oyish Roger Moore complete with floating

o.

Then after 50 minutes’ worth of monochrome nostalgia, it’s off to Scotland
for another m stery entitled "The Convenient Monster" [in fact episode 5 from
season 4, l9figffii’, when this series went into colour]. This has our B lcreerned
here investigating a series of macabre murders near Loch bless. as it the
monster?”', I ask myself.

As a conclusion, isn‘t it great to see more and more old television shows
released on pie-recorded? And as an added bonus, with each lTC cassette
there’s a 5;l5-off voucher valid at any Berni steakhouse. MK}-

By the way folks, nobody rnt'ntts if two people review the some tape! Just look
how different the results are ME]
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SOURCES OF SUPPL‘i'r

As more and more pre-recorded tapes are released (and deleted), you may be
unable to rely on seeing your favourite tapes at your local shop. if so, a rehable
mail order supplier is vital. In this connection I can recommend unreservedly a
company called Adrian’s Video; their service is second to none. Their catalogue
costs £1 including postage and for just £3 a year they will send you regular
u ates of every new ta released also details of  low-cost close-out items. And
o course they will supp any talile.;1l'he¥}are geared up for foreign orders as well

rg e[documentation prices slightly r ecause of post e) and the take all
loans of ager and plastic mone . Adrian’s Video, 59 1 Street, ickford,
Essex,SS 2 AQ. Telephone {3268- 33325, fax 0263454501 [ I

BBC ENTERPRISES

Your editor wrote to this organisation with a detailed plan for a "charter-colletors‘
club“ which might build u a mailing list for selling more videos of classic
pro rammes. Not surprising y it was rejected but you may be interested in the
rep y received.

We always welcome comments li'om the general public about marketing
of BEC programmes, and indeed some of your suggestions already feature in our
plans for next year.

With reference to your specific comments about "interlude Films“ we haae
decided not to market a collection of films onto one videotape but to feature
{riggigidual interludes as part of "nostalgia" releases, i. e. 2' Cars due in January

Many thanks for your correspondence.

So interlude collectors should be of good courage and start saving their pennies
now.

HEWH‘EIPI BIG- FPIN 0F  Til -
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BOOK REVIEWS
THE ILLUSTRATED PRICE GUIDE TO VINTAGE TELEVISIONS AND DECO
RADIOS, 1991 EDITION, b Harry Poster. Published by H Poster, PO Box
1833l’G, South Hackensa , NJ flififlfi, USA. ISBN {It-96309 2-0-1 Y3 pages,
paperback. $15.35 plus postage.

You can tell that Harry Foster is a dogmatic sort of erson by the statements in.
his advertisements in Antique Radio Classified. n this price guide, too, he
makes the following guarantee. if you are unable to sell an alt—original and mint
radio or TV we have priced, uJe wilt guarantee to pay ?5 per cent of the tow
uatue stated in our current Price Guide.

“Then you come to think of it, it _ Foster is probably getting a far better
deal out of‘ this than you are, but it shou d clinch the sale of the book to those
who are wavering. He says on page 1'. ”We are not ublishing a Buying Guide!
W e are not asking you to sell to usi But we do stan behind our  pricing!" We’ll.
have to  t ake  his word for it. ,

Anyway, this book is a far better effort than his first one, reviewed in issue
3 of 405 Alive. It is well written, well illustrated and well printed. Whether the
section on  deco radios will interest you as well is a matter of taste but it occupies
less than half the book. There is plenty of meat to guide the newcomer to
collectinfinmerican Tli receivers and it contains a lot of good sense. l'viy oniv
worry is t a t  some of the prices may be on the low side, but there again, they will
always fluctuate. If you have no interest in foreign sets, this book wIH bore you -
otherwise you’ll love it and wonder how soon someone wili risk their reputation
and finances with a British version. [AEI

COMING TO YOU LIE, b Denis Norden and others. Methuen, 1935. ISBN 0—413
56030-3. 26fl pages, paper ack.

This book is probably out of print, judging by the number of- apparently
remaindered copies to be found in second- and booksho s, which means new
is the time to snap up this book. The original price was £5. E] but most places sell
it for 52.50 o r  £3.

Basically, the book is -a well-structured collection. of reminiscences of
people who worked in the l‘golden age" of British television when nearly eve

rogramme went out live - in other words the late lEltlfls and the 19585.
ntertaining the anecdotes certainly are, and man of the people involved are

famous or important person es now. The book’s b urb says this is a book no TV
buff can afford to neglect an i am inclined to agree- in fact I bought two copies
as I am sure people will be asking for this one in years to come.

To close, here are a few examples of the tales to be found in Coming to
you Hoe.
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DON GALE, Cameraman

In Studio H at time Grove, there was an Elm camera which was imown as
the CPS, and the peculiarity of that one was that if you got a sudden bright
light in it, the picture used to explode, or “peel", as we called IL We had*an
artiste on once with a monkey, a chimpanzee it was, and for transmission
this chimpanzee came on wearing a Jacket with all sequins over it that
s arkled. We coped with it titl the very, ve last moment of the act, when

e monkey took a sort of bow. A bit of lig t off the sequins went into the
camera lens and, not, it "went“. After the programme, the BBC was
swamped with cal from mothers saying their children had gone into
hystencs - how dare we btow up the chimp.

VIC GARDINER, Cameraman

in the heyday of the bi . band shows, Bil] Ward was known as the fastest
cuttirctig director in the usiness. He lproduced one series of programmes
calle Band Parade, Cyril Sta  ieton I 1 int: it was, and. we cameramen used
to dread it, because he woui cut on almost every bar of music. That meant
the tour cameras woutd be nothing but whirling lenses, because we didn’t
have zooms in those days, we just had to keep swinging our tenses round
on their turret-mountings.

We 5 ent the whole show praying we wouldn’t get caught between
one lens an another.... A great challenge.

DENIS NORDEN

My own parish during that springtime era of television was the BBC’s Li ht
Entertainment Department. For much of the time my boss was ric
Maschwitz, an enc anting man who had written "These Foolish Things" and
"A Nightingale Sandi;i in Berkeley Square" and was still convinced romance
lay in wait round e neat comer. Tall, beaky and longfi‘legged, he loathed
the term " ' ht Entertainment" and would prowl. his 0 Ice in shirt-sleeves
and thin re braces enquiri , 'What is it meant to be the opposite of?
Heavy Entertainment? Or Dark tertainment?“ — -

The phrase also provided ammunition for visiting American colleagues.
who enjoyed asking whether "Li ht Entertainment" fell into the same
insubstantial category as "Light Re reshments" or "Li ht Housework". it was
not a question that went down well on LE’s lactory- oor, which harboured
anxieties and ambitions every bit as desperate as those prevailing in, say,
the Drama Department. Moreover, some of  the programmes they generated
would occasronally, if perhaps more rarety, turn out to be equally
memorable. [AE]
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COMPETITION RESULTS
One reader complained he thought the questions were very hard to sayF the least.
He thought it was unfair on the younger readers [he‘s 23} who weren’t around to
see those programmes andtor didn’t have W in those days. An interesti point
but some of the other entrants were also not old foge 5 (young fogeys pe ans?)
and they.r had clearly absorbed all this information rom articles in books and
magazines or whatever. Oh well, it just goes to show you can't please all the
people all the time!

So here again are the questions, and for the first time, the answers.

t .  in which year was the ATV graphic with the tetters ABC first seen on screens in-
the London area? '

2. What was the name otSteptoe 6i Son’s horse?

3. And what did the H in Han}: H Corbett stand for?

4. What, or rather, who was the tink between the first episode of "Doctor Who"
and "Sir Lanceiot"?

5. st BBC pro ramme originatt].r catted "For Beat Chitdren" tater acquired a
snappier titte. at?

6. Which tTV programme contractor presented "No Hiding Piece"?

7. Who ptayed the chief character in this series?

8. Who said "t’tt give it tine"

9. and on which programme?

t 0. Which tit-V contractor presented it

t t. and who introduced the show?

t2. Who used to stand next to a shop window when nobody was looking and
perfonn impossibte acrobatics reflected in the shop window?

t3. What {singte word) name do Americans give to what we catt teterecordings?

t4. They say remotes or remote pickups, we say ............. ?

t5. Who was the young, trendy sidekick of Cathy McGowan on "Ready, Steady,
Got"? in other words, not Keith Fordyce but

tfi. Was RSG pre-recorded or tine (nonnatty)?

t i’. What was their catchphrase or stogan ( used as a subtitte to the main titte)?
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i3. Where was it presented from fie, which studios?)

i9. IWhich other organisation shared those premises?

20. And what are they now (quite a wed-known budding)?

Finatty, here are the two tie-breakers. Teit us in one sentence why you are a 405
Atiuert And who was Winnie Witts?

0K, credible results were received from a number of readers, but the most
correct came from Michael Coson in Derby. Here are [115 answers.

I .  1955. The company was taken to court by the other ABC, the cinema chain,
over the use of these initials. The Associated Broadcasting Company then
changed its name to Associated Tele‘itision {AW}- CORRECT.

2.  Hercules. CORRECT.

3. Nothing - the actor simply added the initial to avoid confusion with the other
Ha Corbet, father of Booty. CORRECT. Wasn’t there a gtoue puppet rotted
Matt ew as wed-Pt?

4. Actor 1lt'lt'illiarn Russell, who appeared in both. CORRECT.

5. '"ltision On". CORRECT.

fi. Associated-Rediffusion. CORRECT.

7. Raymond Francis. CORRECT.

3. Janice Nicholls. CORRECT.

9. “Thank Your Lucky Stars". CORRECT. Not "Juke Box Jury“ as so many peopie
seem to think.

It}. ABC. CORRECT.

11. Brian Matthew and Keith Fordyce. Brian Matthew of BBC Radio ’3 "Saturday
Ctub" was the person i was tooking for. i don’t recati Keith Fordyce on the show
and cannot find his name on that show in my reference books either. But t'm
not saying that you are wrong

12- Harry Wortl'l. CORRECT.

13. Kinescopes. CORRECT. The kinescope is the name Ewen by Zworykin to the
picture tube or CRT, and the name stuck in America. inescope recordings are
thus iitm recordings made horn the Ti.” screen. Man have survived in America
because of the seaerat time zones in that country; i a show was to be aired in
prime time in each of  the time zones, it had to be recorded on titm and then sent
down the tine (or by microwave) a second or third time to distant cities.
Kinescopes were aiso used when otd shows were "syndicated’ or said a second
tine around to smatter stations for fitting odd moments between the networked
s ows.

14. Outside broadcasts {OBS}. CORRECT.
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15. Michael Aldred. CORRECT.

16. Live. CORRECT: Many people (probably logeys like me ) reckon the live
atmosphere ofRSG has neverslnce been recreated on British TV.

1?. "The Weekend Starts Here!" CORRECT.

18. Associated-Rediffusion Studio 9, Kingsway. [Television House) Television
House. London is all i was expecting!

19. 1TH. CORRECT.

29. Gig], Service Headquarters? No, the Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages
actua .

air air]: I’m a 4DS-er because it keep old television Alive-r! Who was 1inl'lulinnie

I t s .

Your slogan is excellent! Winnie Wilts was a TV star cow - she appeared in
animated TV commercials and on the labels of Wills. United Dairies tinned rice
puddin and wder for making (absolutely delicious,3 ice cream at home. Alter
about .95? t e brand went by the more prosaic name of St. lvel, which up to
that time had been confined to cheese products. So now you know!

Congratulations, Michael - and your subscription has been extended one
earl l’m not sure if we ’ll be repeating this exercise but those oiyou who wish to
rush u your knowledge really must start haunting the jumble sales and

second- and boolt shops. Loolt out for titles such as the Television Show Boole,
Television Star Book, Girl Film and Television Annual and The Daily Mail All
Channels TVBoolzl

Here are some symbols of {TA contractors used around 195? - see how
many are familiar (or not, as the case may bel).
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ITV START-OF-DAY SEQUENCES
Brion Renr'onh has responded to the appeal; does anyone wish to amend or odd
to this list? .

I saw your request for info on l'lV Continuity. Well, these memories are also
clouding over somewhat: here’s some I recall.

TYNE TEES TEIB’ISION

Half way through the "Three Rivers" theme I suspect [but can’t definitely
remember}, the anchor TIT emblem zoomed in and remained during the
"Blaydon Races” section.

During the "Transmitters In Service" era the slide would wipe-out in a
diamond fashion into the TTV slide during the harp solo sequence, or suddenly
appear during the "ping." just before the "Blaydon Races" section. This varied
daily!

VORI'IESHIRE TELEVISION

The "Yorkshire Television In Colour" slide re laced the "Transmitters In Service“
during the climax of their openi “march". e former slide was replaced with a
transmitter location map around 93M.

SOUTH ERN TELEVISION

i only recall this station from late l9??. The Southern symbol replaced the
“Transmitters In Service" slide during the latter section of the "Southern
Rhapsody" piece.

HTV

They showed three or four slides du ' their openin sequence before the
transmitter info ceased early in 19?3. They ad a whole 5 Ide for VHF! The didn’t
have time to show their ident symbol during the opening theme. Both H West

51and Cymmf‘Wales had the same opening - their Ix de stating WALES AND
WEST OF ENGLAND-

WESTWARD TELEVISION

'A  classic opening sequence which lasted up to their last day on 31—1 2-31, so
someone out there must have it ta ed! During the start of the theme the
Westward IBA slide was shown1 then uring the quiet section they would o into
the film commencing with the camera going down the transmitter mast, en to
the studio panel featuring transmitter locations with flashing lights and onto local
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scenes.

This se uence is re eated leading onto the Westw " ship sailing into
position with TA ' underneath. In 193]  the Westward ship and end
of the opening sequence was also shown at closedown.

ANGLE. TELEVISION

Another classic sequence. Clock with test tone followed b the Anglia [BA
caption iii" the first part. The latter section featured the Anglia ight rotating en
a turnta e .

TWES

Like Angiia the opening was in two parts.

The THAMESHBA (previously [BA LONDON Transmitters in Service and of
course the tuning signal before that) for the first section, using. music I
understand was a so used for ABC-W. The latter section featured music based
on the ident iingle with the reflected THAMES IN COLOUR ident.

Well, that’s it really - there must be someone out there who has one or two of
these TAPED!

At Christmas time some regions (notably Yorkshire 8: TTT) substituted
their openi themes by specially composed Christmas tunes or j' les and ali
that - even substituted their ident slide with a decorative one s owing the
apgropriate da {Christmas Day for example). You may recall my letter on this
so ject in [I think} the March 1990 issue of Television. Perhaps someone out
there would like to compose a feature on these seasonal opening sequences

Something i would like to know is, did BBC] substitute their COLOUR
globe with a black and white version prior to transmitting a bfw pro ramme or
11m? FW did of course - AW for instance had a bfw version of their 'In Colour“
sequence, which was shorter and faster.

A new DEPARTURE
in Tfi" AMPLIFIER

DESIGN

_.
J

DOUBLE BHAN HEL AMPLIFIER We use I]
‘3' {-3 Ga in  33  dbon  each. of any  - _ _ i,a TM,

4', its East-ire; arr - -'
6W1!- " ' ‘1I_,-- 3. menu ly Combined  crut-

M ii ;  rats $2.13: .2 it a:
ets.

::;T;R:H:HFSS ‘ Net:  Trade P r i ce  { I I I
For "-".H.F. - the  U30 Fl“:

or  COMMUNAL a t  E l ]  ne t  t r ade .  matches
AERIAL 51.51.5145 and couples to  the U390

Tm: Anni-jig" w i thou t  EKIEFI‘IJ! com-

far the price of an; b i l l i ng  units and losses.

TELENG LiMITED ,_;-_f__;
TELEHE WEEKS. cflllflcfl non. n. HARBLII wool}, not: men .  Essa u- imam”: rmr  ””5" "' m9“  -'
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THE POTTED HISTORY OF THE TEST
CARD
by Peter Bowgett

Part Three

One aspect of this discussion that has been conspicuous by its absence has been
the Tuning Signal. 1ltlthilst not in the same league as trade test cards, these little

ems served their purpose for many years, and it’s onty right that they should
eature in this article. '

The tuning signal- was basically a simple pattern for viewers to use to
ensure that their receivers were correctly set up for the coming evening’s
viewing, in the days when sets might take 29 minutes to warm up and settle
down into their normal operating conditions. As a result, they did not have to
meet the rigorous engineerin specifications of the trade test cards, but equally
they had to be aesthetically p easin to the eye and provide enough information
for the user to adiust his user contra s.

As so few examples remain o f  these tunin signals, little also is the amount
of information which remains about them. in eed I can find no reference to
them in any publication 1prior to the re-start of BBC Television in 1946, so we will
begin there. if anyone as any knowledge or information regarding the early
years, please write in to lhe magazine or to myself, so that a record can be made
of these elusive parts of test card history. {Tania signals were used before the
war, first in the form of lettered captions an later as geometric drawings.
Several are Htastratea' in the ore-war magazine Television and Short Wane
Wortd and we may be able to show some at the next issue — A

in 1945 the tuning si nai consisted of a 2.5kHz frequency test in a centre
circle and grey scales on ei er side. All this and the legend were on a plain pale
grey background surrounded by a castellated border. This type of signal was
used up to approximately 1956, when the angel ' attem was introduced,
together with Its experimental colour counterpart in 9 T. The tuning signal in
thrs form was used before the start of programmes, but as there were sometimes
live minute aps between each programme, versions including a clock were
introduced. ust as Test Card C underwent minor modification and im rovement
from time to time, so did the tuning signal; Modifications appear to ave been
made in 1949 and 1959.

The "standard" tuning signal in 1946 was modified in about 1949 to remove
the word “Tuning Si nal“ and to include a captioned description of the grey scale.
W'hite, li ht grey, ark grey and black appeared next to their respective tests,
very simi ar to the numbers on the 625 line test cards C and F. In about 1950 the
words were discarded and the blocks of greyscale were enl ed and made
wavy, also the legend was made considerably more ornate in e style of the
legend on the Test Card, (BBC). At about this time a version of this tuning signal
was marked "Test Transmission“, and was used presumably when C was
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unavailable or for experimental work. It is quite possible, of course, that this was
fust‘lugfd as a tuning signal in its own nght, so scanty is the information
avar a e.

By 1955 the HA had come on to the scene, and the needed to have cards
to radiate for trade tests and for tuning signals. Test Car C was used for trade
tests on [TV as on the BBC and for their tuning signal an elegant pattern was
devised, incorporating a castellated border and grey bac round, with the rey
scales moved into the circle on either side of a square o 2.5kl-tz grating. ine
squared pulses (black) were introduced on either side of the circie and the
legend consisted of  a black ETA at the top and the transmitter name at the base.

The BBC soon introduced the angel win attem which was a
combination of concentric circies, 2.5kI-lz rating, ha  and white spots and
arrows, and the distinctive angel ring reysca es on either side of the circles. With
the exception of the experimental co our version, this appears to have been the
last tunin signal used by the BBC, but if anyone out there knows of a la ter  tunin
signal, I‘ like to be lent a slide or rim, or to be toid of any pubiication wh ic '
illustrates such signal. Failing that ‘1! be hanpy to ge t  a briet description and a
note of the dates etr‘een which such a signal was used.

independent Television persisted with tunin signals right into t he  colour
era, but not long into it. From 1964 and conceivah y earlier the lTA tuning signal
was radiated for no more than about five minutes, and in some areas even less, i t
a station emblem was used, or in the case of Southern, some cl ips of  fi lm. By the
time colour was established, the tuni signal was replaced by a list of
transmitters, white on a blue backgroun . Ony  three tuning signais appear  t o
have been used on ITU, the card described earlrer, the well-known "Picasso", so
called because of its unusual offbeat construction, and the briefly used colour
pattern.

The picasso was a considerable departure from the standard, as the grey
scale was half in, haif out of the circle, an the 2.5kHa grating was in the to  nght
corner of the chart. Inside the circle was the ETA ern tern, white on  blac , and
the transmitter identified either by region or by name in the centre lower haif of
the card. The colour card was very srrnple but to my mind, very attractive, and
fuil marks to the designer. Based on the {ll-la square wave test used for many
years by the BBC, this signal was augmented by an [TA embiem and star i n  blue
on top and the transmitter identified in green below centre and to the right.

Join me again next time for the exciting conclusion to The Potted History
of the Test Card, which will deal with Test Cards (3, H, and i .

(You can’t stop there, Peter. What about BSBis high-flown}! designs or even The
Comedy Chonnei’s current pastiche or‘ Test Cord . ext time we'it try and tied
room for some itiustrotions — AH]
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ILLUMINATING TELEVISION
Dicky Hewett consults a pioneer
The name Michael Leeston-Smith
ma not ring man beils. In fact,
Mi ael Leeston mith was a
pioneer BBC television fighting
engineer and programme director.
Significantly, Michael also worked on
the first two series of Quatermass,
and thereby hangs a series of tales.

Subsequent to the publication
of my article "Quaterrnass Re—
Experirnented" (concerning the
screenin at the NFT of two classic
episodes in issue 11 of 405 Alive,
(as well as in What 1it"itleo October
issue and the BBC’s staff magazine
Ariel - this lad gets around!],
Leeston-Smith wrote to Ariel
commenting on my article, adding a
few invalua le rem1niscences.

Concerned to get the record
straight about ‘how it was’ in 405 line
days, eventuaily I tracked down Mr.
Leeston-Smith, (he now resides in
South Africa] and pestered him for a _
few TV details.

Michael Leeston-Smith was
indeed a pioneer. He was employed
at Ealin Studios in 1932  (he was
barely 1 ears old} where he acted
as chief st: ls cameraman (apparently
the resident cameraman was
"dreadful" at lighting a set] and then
as assistant recordist on all the
Gracie Fields films. In 1933, keen to
get into the fled ling television
service, Leeston—Smrth approached
Dallas Bower who sent him to the
Daventry Transmitting Station as a
junior maintenance engineer. It was
the first step.

Alter war service (in the Royal
Horse Artillery; Leeston—Smith
insisted on being a fighting soldier
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and not a signallerl) Leeston-Smith
returned to the BBC to work at
Alexandra Palace on the transmitter.
Rescued, as he put it, by the Head of
Lighting. HI). "Sammy" Sampson,
Leeston-Smith became head of "W
lighting at AP.

It was in 1953, that Leeston- '
Smith had the privilege to work with
Rudoiph Cartier as lighting engineer
on the first and
subsequent IIfltrftduction o i
"Quaten'nass". ' e Quatennass
Experiment" was produced from
studio at a t  AP. The working area was
only 50ft by 23ft and the Insensitive
Emrtron cameras demanded vast
amounts of  ti h t .  This made great
demands on  t e actors and they all
suffered terribly from the  heat.
Because of the Emitron camera‘s
"shading" problems, visible on  the
screen, a regular cry heard from the

ailery was "chicken on  cameral",
fireien'in to the sha e of the fault}.
Leeston- mith wou d— then wlmel
one of the floor-mounted GEC Sirw
spotlights to within 5 feet of the poor
o d actors in an attempt to iron out
the “chicken" and balance the

icture. Sometimes things at so
ad that it was not unknown or the

lighting levei to be raised to IUkW
per actor!

Only the first two episodes of
"The |Quatennass Experiment“ were
recorded. Leeston-Smith reckons
that these recordings were made to
test the recently converted Mechau
telecine machines. These machines,
which could transmit film at any
speed, achieved a steady picture
utilising a shutter arrangement of
eight oscillating airrors and a fixed
lig t. The Mechau was adapted to
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record TV programmes because it
had a "continuous" motion in lace of
a shutter. The ho was to s ow the
recordings at the 954 Radio Show.

“Quatermass Two“ was
roduced in 1955 from Lime IGrove.

EA tantalising glimpse of the series -
episode 3 - was broadcast on BBC?!
on 23th August 1991} The show was
sourced from Studio G usin Pye
Photicon cameras {the pro ucers
had ho d to use studio D using the
better PS Emitron cameras, but one
of the sets proved too big to fit under
studio D’s gantry).

Leeston-Smith very much
enjoyed working at Lime Grove
where each operating studio had a
different e of camera, [Marconi
Mk 3, e Photicon and CPS
Emitron) each requirin special
treatment. Studio E had 'arconi Mk
3’5 with 3" pick-up tubes.  These
cameras, [which were about five
times more expensive than standard
Ernitrons]I were initiaily very
unstable, creating nasty haloes
around white objects. Pye Photicon
cameras {a development of the
Super Emitron) had no true black
level, sutlered from secondary tube
emissions and because of this
regulred lots of l '  ht. The Photicon
pi -u tube ha a smailer tar et
area over the Emitron) allowing or
shorter focus lenses, but the depth of
field was still veryr critical.

CPS Emitron cameras (studio
D) on the other hand were ve
sensitive [they could deliver 29
microvolts from a white surface
illuminated b a light source of only 2
foot candles . However, in practlce
CPS Emitrons required an average
scene brightness of Till-90 foot
lamberts, and 20-30 foot lamberts on
flesh tones, regresenting an incident
Ii ht of 100-13 foot candles at ffi.3.

e CPS fmitron demanded very low
contrast levels. The sets for studio D
were designed to a contrast level of
30 : i  and then key-lit-to-filler at a ratio
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of not more than 1‘3": to 1. The major
problem with CPS Emitron cameras
was that of I'peeling" [see also
“Coming to You live" in Book
Reviews above], where refections
would cause the picture to "blot-out".
Base flat-lighting was provided in this

articular studio by banks of Hewitt
e-Area Source 2 to 4 kW eneral

purpose ii hts consisting of 2 Jr. 100
watt pea buibs producing 15 foot
candles.

Working on " uaterrnass Two"
Michael Leeston-Smith accom anied
Rudolph Cartier on location liming
as his assistant.

Leeston-Smith recalls, “We
were filming at the Shell Haven
Refinery. The morning had gone well-
with tots of fi lm in the can, all takem
in full sunli ht. Then the clouds
blotted out I e light and we had to
stop until it cleared. We set the
camera to film a shot of Quatermass
in a car entering the main gate of the
refinery- Just  as the sun came out
Rudi. called "Stand by, turn them
over!” Suddenl the siren at Shell
Haven went 0 and crowds of staff
came wanderi out. It was lunch-
time and they al sat around the main
gate area eatifi  sandwiches. Rudi
cried at  me, " Ike, get rid of them.
Why did you tet that happen? What’s
the use of an assistant who lets
things like this occur?" Then the sun
went in for good."

After his time with Rudolph
Cartier, Michael Leeston-Smlth
became a television director in his
own ti h t  and produced, among.
other things some of the first colour
test transmissions from Alexandra
Palace. More of that and other tales-
in a future articie.

[c] Dicky Howett 1991.
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IiVi . . . But Goad Pictures 7"-

; Begin in the Studio
. and here you see lighting supervisor Michael

Leestnn Smith using a. gadget which ensures that the
pictures sent irum the  shell“ ten the amnratus room

{lemurs-hm] alumni are Wt'il l i t .

W
t'

ar

But what'de we mean by "'weii lit"? Tee much
light will cause dazzle: tee little wili result in gloom
and lack of detail. The jet: DI the fighting supervise:-
is tit see that an all-user illumination is pruyidt‘tl
which will give 3'01! unt- nf these pleasing pictures math: -
up hi it. gar-[I range ni tunes. ‘What is mere, the
same picture quality must hr- uhiaineil item all pants
Hi the scene-

Can the human eye judge this? i t  r an ,  bu t  the
"t-spusute phutetm-tt-r" swat in the picture is used as
a cheek. I t  actually tut-asim-s the aumunt at light
and inilieatt-s exa-rlly what, la-us adjustment shmiItI
ht- matle {in the camera fur hI-sl n-suits.

Michae l  Lees tun -Smi th .
{Ty  H i r re r ]

THE TEST CARD CIRCLE in 1992 : DUE THIRD YEAR.

This gruup ef trade test devotees is amend Hill in number
scattered all ever Britain frnm the west eeast ef Sentient]
aig-zaggiflg all the way te Cemwall-
We have an annual eenytmtien in March each year with
specially invited guests and aise a magazine ef around sixty
pages three times a year. Meetings ef friends are regular and
perfennanees ef good old—fashioned TTT's are quite eemrne-n
place within the circle.
Perhaps you have a desire tn wimess the appearance of the test
card at 9am again? Or the gentle fade of music for that rare
semttl teday.. tune! The sights ef service infermatien bulletins?-
the trade test euleur films and these glerieus tapes and naeerds.

Thanks In lets ef reeent media sewerage and a little help from
Auntie we are growing aimest daily-

Membership is by subserimien and this will be £353 fer 1991.

If interested pIease contact me, Stutnt G- Mentgumery, at: 2
l-iendeesen Row, Edinburgh EH3 535 and I will be delighted
tn intreduee yen to out w. .

l premise.-.yeu wen‘t be disamteinted E
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IN THE WORKSHOP
FIZZING AND SPLUTTERING
Sizzi' This and monitors are not ooci news, and we hope someone can write
us a efinitive article on how to ca] with these symptoms. in  the meantime
Terry Burnett has offered these first thoughts.

First of all you have to determine what is causing the noise - and smell -
if antinf Remember ozone is poisonous nowadays! It used to be {thought to be)
goo or us, but not any longer Checking in a darkened room may help: you
should be able to see the sparking or whatever.

Generally the problem is corona discharge, either on the CRT or around
the LOFT. The area around the connector on the glass of the CRT must be
scrupulously clean, so remove the connector and clean with a cream household
cleanser like .lif or Flash. Allow to dry and re-test. You may need toseal around
the original connector with silicone rubber.

0n the LDPT any spiky soldered joints will give problems. Re-flow them
and make sure they are nice and round. Carbonisation around the EHT rectifier
support can also be a problem. Once again, sealing with silicone rubber may be
the only solution. '

If you have any ideas or suggestions, please pass them on!r

NO PICTURE?-
Gld hands won’t need telliln‘g this but several people have been fooled. It can
easily ha pen that an old refuses to give a picture, yet all the voltages test
correct. erplesing!

Yes, but try appl ' a signal from a test generator to the aerial in ut, then
the set will spring into li e. The Bush m2  is ikeihis, as is the Pye lfiT and
probably others too.

AMMONIA
The December 1991 issue of the excellent Antique Radio Classified {see full-
page advertisement at the back of this magazine} carried a detailed article on the
many uses of ammonia in restoring old e uipment. It is too long to reproduce in
full but the best tips are included here. op marks to authors Jack Clark and
Charles Conte for passing on so many good ideas.

"Remove the tarnish from brass without hours of bone—wearying polishing! Strip
away paint from thennoplasticsl Watch the milky lacquer coatings fall away from
brass and plastic before your eyes.“
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How? - you ask. “Gib that miracle solvent, til-IS. That's ' ht - Common
household ammonia. Most radio restorers are familiar with e benefits pf
ammonia as a cleaner and brightener of brass escutcheons. A leisure soak in
an ammonia bath will remove dirt and tarnish from brass parts and wt prepare
the surface for polishigg with Brasso, or our favourite metal polish. Any clear
coating on brass will so lift off easily or a good soak.(Brass plating will be
removed as well, so be sure to soak only pure brass.)

Two facts are clear about ammonia: ( I )  A leisurel soak in an ammonia
bath will remove just about anythin from anything, an [2) ammonia is one

real solvent. in many cases, it’s e only solvent that does the job without
arming the surface you're restoring or refinishing.

An example involves strip ing paints from delicate thermoplastics. Never
use a paint stripper for this ‘ob. ffyou ve ever tried it, you won’t try it again. Paint
stri pets will melt these :3 astics in an instant. However, ammonia, while not
rea by a paint solvent, will attack the bond between paint and plastic so that you
can scrape away the aint withlittle effort. You can remove most paints this way
after a bath of one t o  our hours.

Using ammonia as a paint "strip er," we have restored a number of radios
and jukeboxes ruined by some "Pete tiers" who thought he could spmce up the
old box with a quick brush—paint job.

Another restoration problem not easily solved, unless you know about the
powers of NH3, involves c ear lac uer coatings on  brass inserts in plastic knobs
that have turned milky and fogge . Some manufacturers used clear lac nets to
cover the brass inserts. However, they usually coated the inserts as we as the
plastic knobs. Years later, the finish has chipped and fogged, leaving tarnished
areas on the brass and milky-looking splotches on  the plastic. A one-hour soak
will remove the clear—coating and expose the surfaces for cleaning and polishing.

A variation on both of these uses for ammonia paint stripping and brass
finish renewal is removing brass aint from real brass. When, you may ask,
would such a situation arise? We ave stripped brass paint from the real brass
centre section of at least four Westinghouse Little Jewel radios this way. Our
forefathers, in their ve peculiar wisdom, would go to agifi lengths to avoid
unsightly tarnish or oxi anon — the patina of age, as we c it from our more
sophisticated perspective. Hence, brass paint over real brass.

You could use paint stripper to remove brass paint from brass; however,
we can’t tell you how paint stripper might affect brass. We can tell on that after
an hour’s dip in ammonia, the dull brass Iplaint literally slides off the title Jewel's
brass centre section, leavi a clean, b ' t brass face exposed for polishing. And
besides, ammonia is roug ly ten to fteen times less expensive than paint
stripper. .

A note: it’s best to subme e a brass piece for stripping entirely in
ammonia. Turning the iece in a 5 allow pan of ammonia w i l  leave hard-to-
remove stain lines on e iece. if you don’t wish to buy enough ammonia to
com letely submerge your rass object for stripping, don’t cap or cover the basin
in w ’ch you are soaking the brass part.

The fumes from the ammonia will stain the brass exposed to the
“ammonia air," making it necessary for you to turn the part again to remove the
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stain from the newly exposed brass surface. Obi-toasty, if you don’t catch on
really quickly, this process could be repeated almost endlessly, or at least until

11 pass out from the fumes. This tip comes from someone once too cheap to
invest in a second halt-gallon of ammonia.

Another unrelated application of ammonia in radio restoration - but
Earhaps the most frequently used - is for the initial cleaning of Bakelite cabinets.

nce you remove the chassis and dial face, drop the box in the sink and spray it
with any arnmoniated household cleaner like 409 or Top Job (USA brands, of
course). Then stand back and watch the old Bakelite exude streams of  its brown,
oxidised self.

Lastly, and most spectacularly, we have used ammonia to remove chrome
plating from some thermoplastic knobs found in an electronic surplus store.

Caution: When following restoration procedures using ammonia
or other cleansers, be sure to work in a well-ventilated area.

Pye LV30
l have 'ust obtained a Pye 9" table model LVBflI from a charity shop in Ki ston
upon ames. it has a very clean cabinet and chassis. l cleaned it up,  re aced
three open circuit sections of the mains dropper, switched on and obtained a
rather poor Test Card C from a VHS tape. i replaced the llflfiuF s c coupling
condenser - the ori inal had a very heavy leak - and what do you 'now? A ve
reasonable picture! don‘t think i will do any more to it; it seems a pity t o  distur
forty years of art inality. No doubt replacing all the TCC was. condensers would
irrfip‘rove things i roLmd, but that could be done at any time- All the valves and
C appear to be ori inal by the date—codes printed on the glass {very early
versions of the EFBfl). e set is a TRF vision and sound receiver lined-tuned to
AP. [John Wakelyl

McMichael M1762 Series
Restoration has now begun on one of these early convertible sets dating from
around 1962. its of very compact and leasing design comprisin the main
controls for oniotf (light-snitch type}, vo nicon thumbw‘neel contra and a l4~
position send-incremental tuner plus fine~tuning control which are mounted at
the top. The tuner is in numerical order, position 14 beta for UHF. The
lauds eaker is mounted on the left hand side where the riflSifiE switching plus
valve UHF tuner are mounted on the ' ht: hence this set is "525 Rea ".
Seventeen valves are used plus a 19“ swat -91 CRT. The HT rectifier is a P 3
valve - I somehow doubt many dis sets featured one of these.

lntemally, accessibility is poor - it seems that the chassis, corn lete with
CRT, has to be removed for the odd valve change, let alone for CR renewal.
That is not a very good feature, as the CRT requires protection from implosion of
course! The slnon of the HT rectifier is also worth a mention ~ it’s mounted
immediately low the mains dropper at the bottom centre of the chassis

I have managed to get the set working, with few problems. The CRT has
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revealed itself to be in excellent order which was a relief having obtained the set
with the mains tapping set to 'ust 505?. I’ve so far virtually rebuilt the field
timebase circuitry, c ' field ro and bottom cramg' (but the height still lacks
an inch from the top an bottom at present) and in ue course I must correct the
other faults that are apparent. l was pleased to note that the 1F«’HF semi-
incrernental tuner was at good order though at present the valved UHF tuner
doesn’t tune reliably past ch26.

The audiol panel is conventionally wired, featu ' 405E525 slider
svvitchi in the usual manner. The PCB board framedine timebase panel is
svvitche via leads in favour of another set of sliders. Some models (though not
mine) feature a LDR (Li ht-Dependent Resistor} in the AGC circuit to provide
automatic contrast contro . -

The set seems to work happily on 525 lines, providinflohvery good bright
pictures (despite the one or two faults}1 with the higher boos T voltages at 05
on these sets, the dampness caus' corona 5 oils an otherwise good picture.
Hopefully this problem will eventually rectify itse f.

Unfortunate] my set is minus a rear cover and LOP stage screening can. if
anyone can help ocate these then I would be deli hted to hear from them.
[lgréair Renforth, IT4 l-l'elrnsiey Road, Sandyford, ewcastie-upon-Tyne, NEE

if: E in; -

on British television’. Other Ifighlights of  {II-ran-
ncl4‘s winter season include Sir Peter Hall’s first
television drama, a five—part serialization o f  the

E s l

Ghaameélilistnscreenelassiceiiisndes oFCnurn—
nefim-Eteetfabnve}, Atlast'fi‘re [$8531d
WWnas  part ofathree-hnur Sat-

Page

urday evening archive series. Presented by
Frank Muir, Wflm star-Isa 1‘.a on  1
February which the channel describes as ‘the
most ambitious archive project ever mounted

34

Marywlesiey novel The Custom-He Garden, and a
documentary series t o  mark the tenth anniver-
sary of the Falklands War. Film seasons include
tribute; to Dirk Bogarde and Peter Sellers.
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Watching
television
across
the world
TECHNICAL officer Keith
Hamer  has  really got
television '

For Keith,  who works on
nmtsnlission construdion for ET
in  Derhy, i s  a “BK-TV” enth-
usiast. This means that with a
32-foot  mast ,  topped by an
impreesive array of serials, he
can  receive television p ro -
grammes from all over the
aim-1d.

He  sa id :  "I’ve received TV
programmes  from Thai land,
Canada,  Dubai, the USA and
even  Eimhabwe, p in s  mos t

countries.
“ I  receive the ' the hard

way. I don‘t use a satellite dish
— my s ignals  are bounced
around the various layers in the
ea r th ’ s  a tmosphere  and
hopduljlly 121315r land in my hack

Watching brag: nanslmssrons
oonnng from plaow thousands of
miles away has been fascinating
Keith since 1969 and he is now
considered a loading authority
on DIE-Ti". He  has appeared on
several BBC TV and r ad io

i—i

ate-I'm Hamer has an impressive collection of BBC television test cards and
music — some of which are not even it the BBC‘s own archives.

programmes,  including Open
Air, Midlands Today, Breakfast
Time and Radio [’5 Newsheat.

He  has also written articles for
well-known journals including
"Television”, I"i’o'irtefiltass 1iliTorld"

and the Elnopean Broadcasting
Union's "Technical Review”-

Archives
“Apart from receiving foreign

signals,  E also collect British
rad io  and  t e iev i s ion  a rch ive
mater ia l -  I have about  3 ,0flfl
p ieces  o f  mus i c  u sed  to

accompany EEC television test
c a rds ,  p lu s  an  extensive
collection o f  photographs and
videos featnri T'ir' programme
graphics used since 1936 ,  many
of which aren‘t in the BBC's own
archives,” said Keifil.

He  started his BBC test card
music  coilection in  1963  and
has  managed  to  t r ack  down
recordings  u sed  dur ing  t he
1950-5. and even some hem the
late 19405.

“H I played a i i  the music 24
hours a day. i t  would las t  for
over a week," he  added.

Not holy:r does reader Keith Hamer get himself mentioned on radio and Tit,
he'gets into print as well!
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CURIOUS SALES FEATURES
by Malcolm Barrett

Sales "features" have dominated the
television receiver industry almost
since its inception. i decided to
compile a list of those I can
remember a plying to the post-war
receivers- o doubt other readers
will be aware of numerous other
instances. Some features - such as
AGC — were to become an integral
part of receiver circuitry whilst others
- like the use of a torch to o erate
the turret tuner on some hilco
models - were doomed to fail,
although i sup ose the conce t has
returned in t e form of in ra-red
remote control.

Of course some features are
geared to user demand. During the
titles, for example, as screen sizes

increased, the depth of cabinets
followed. More attempts were made
to produce slimmer cabinets. Today,
however, purchasing a colour W of
apparently compact dimensions to fit
on a small shelf does result in a
difficulty when the de th of the rear
cover is sudden y revealed!
Nevertheless, today‘s user is more
tolerant, provided the set appears
sufficiently “technica

Again, rnost cabinets - which
were usually produced by cabinet
makers to the design of the receiver
manufacturer ~
exceptionally well finished veneered
(usually walnut) construction,
altho h users often complained of
the "s oddy" use of "plywood" but
today are willing to accept any
construction so long as it’s plastic
and coloured black, grey or silver.

A lighter wood finish was used -
for a range of "Content orary" Pye
sets designed by Robin ay around
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were of .

195?. There was also the dark wood
Pye "Continental" range which
seemed to originate a year or so
earlier. Man people remember the
17" e Continental but a 14" W14, 1
think version used the W4 chassis
with its characteristic edge controls
(but without the inclined
louds eaker anel). Another variant-1
thoug not 0 the Continental styling,
was the V i4C  console in a walnut
case.

Decca’s famous DM3 (around
195?} and DM4 range of consolettes
with tambour doors were eventually
available in a range of different
veneer finishes - including birdseye
maple!

Summary of "features“ found on
early TVs

Polyester finish

A hard-wearing coating, producing a
deep shine a plied to some cabinets
d ' the “s 'mline" era. The finish
was, owever, prone to premature
cracking, presumably due to heat
generated within the sets. '

Picture enhancement

About 1953, Pye briefly introduced a
1?" receiver with a press-button
switch action combined with one of
the user controls. Basically, it was of
little benefit but served to rovide the
choice of boosting the H response
of the video output stage. .
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Black screen

This seems to have originated with
Pye. in fact the early perspex
implosion screens seemed to be
tinted slightly violet. The intention
was to reduce reflections from the
CRT faceplate whilst improving
contrast under adverse ambient
lighting. The idea has reappeared
repeatedty in various guises.

"Poteroid' screen TV

This appeared bn'efl on some
Pamflniicta (basically l{iii/e) slimline
sets. The intention was again to
improve picture contrast. I had a set
with damaged implosion screen and
ordered a re iacement. To my
disgust a stan ard "clear" perspex
alternative arrived!

Deep Scene TV

In l96?, i'iT used a darit tinted
implosion scan which covered the
entire front of the receiver. in view of
the fact that the unmodified late-“VG
series dual standard chassis was
used together with the Mullard
“Panorama" picture tubes, the
im es were a little dim. The iack of
blac level stabilisation and, 1- Suspect
the slightly low EHT potential, spoiled -
an otherwise attractive conce t
where both rota VHF and U F
tuners had an iuminated tuning
scale.

Corner styling

Famous we e-shaped- cabinets
from Ambassa or. Due to the depth
of. W5 with i’fl degree picture tubes,
Ambassador soug t to reduce the
volume by shaping the cabinets to fit
into comers of a room.
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"Halo light"
This was briefly introduced by
Ferguson on i?" and 21" sets of the
late fifties. It consisted of a shaped
tubular lamp titted behind the picture
tube mask. This provided an
attractive illuminated "frame" around
the picture.

Spot wobble

This was an interesting idea on  Eltco
sets in the early fifties. A toggle
switch at the rear of the set was used
to activate a circuit which caused
modulation of the deflected electron
beam such that it .was "wobbled"
verticall to diffuse the gap between
the 40 lines which composed the
image. Upon calling to service these
sets I can never recall having found
the feature in use. Another fixture on
some console models was a bayonet
light socket intended to enable the
user to fit a small bulb to give back-
lighting to the "W in the room. Again
this was never utilised b customers
and, although a thought ui "extra" by
today’s standards, couid have
presented a safety hazard to the
probing hands of smalt children.

Picture home TV

The dream of the T‘vr on the wall
began almost as soon as television
itself. "Slimline" { l i t }  degrees
deflection] monochrome tubes
ap eared in the UK around 1959 and
So elLt'McMichael introduced a set
where the mask about the picture
tube protruded siightiy from the front
of a very slim cabinet. This was
encased in a frame and sold as
" icture frame" W. It was still too

eep and hea for wall mounti
but some versions of the set di
boast twin elliptical loudspeakers.
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Panoramic styling

Not quite the same as the later
Mullard "Panorama" monochrome
tubes, which had the first generation
of reinforced bulbs for push-through

icture tube presentations. This
eature referred to an earlier Pye

slimline feature where the im losion
safety lass on a 21" table mo el was
curve in theory to permit viewing
from more acute angles in the room.
GEC had a similar stylirf'g feature in
their "bean-sha ed" B 02 family,
although their istinctive sets were
sold as "the slender sets you’ll love to
live with"!

Automatic brightness control

This featured on  quite a few sets
from the late fifties - Philips in
particular - and consisted o fa  light-
sensitive resistor in series with the
brilliance control circuit. This resistor
was placed almost inconspicuously
near the viewing screen so that
changes in ambient fighting
automatically resulted in the Image
brightness being compensated.

Motorised tuners

Those, to my knowledge, first
appeared on Philco sets around 195?
complete with wired handset. Since
the channel coil "biscuits" in the
turret tuners were fitted in numerical
order, the Ltriulperation of channel
changing res ted in loss of icture
and sound as the tuner anged
around to the alternative channel
position. '

Pye introduced a similar
concept with a rotary incremental
tuner on their slimline sets in the late
fifties.
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Glide drioe

This was quite a headache to the
serviceman and consisted of a
horizontal tuning scale on the top of
a late-fifties slimline Ferguson.
Depressi the key and moving along
to the esired channel number
caused rotation of the Fireball tuner.
The mechanism was operated by a
wire—drive which eventually snapped.
This was tricky to replace and it was
necessary to have the correct
replacement since conventlonal
dnve cord was completely
inadequate.

Sound mirror

Starting with the V310 in 195?,
Murphy Radio produced a range of
1?" and 21” receivers in wraparound
plywood cabinets. The user controls
together with the elliptical
loudspeaker were positioned in a
recess beneath a h: ed plastic lid
on to of the set. epressing the
onio switch caused the lid to o en
to function as a sound "mirror”, list
also [pemiitting access to the
contro s.

.l.‘ii.*:a’:iir-ierirelr stobiiisorion

The trend throughout the fifties and
sixties had been to economise on
component count and performance.
This resulted in the display of very
"grey" images when "night" scenes
were broadcast. During the late
sixties, however, the last dual-
standard REM monochrome
receivers featured black-level
stabilisation. These sets had an
excellent performance and
possessed an integrated UHFNHF
transistorised tuner containi
keyplates to activate the @552
system switch. The H? strip was all
transistorised, whilst the video
ampisync separator was a PFLEDD
valve, about which the circuitry was
des' ned to give black level
stab: isation on both standards. With
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the contrast controls and brightness
correctly ad'usted, quite excellent
pictures coud  be obtained. l«tarious

common faults were related to the
electrolytic ca acitors around this
circuit, thoug . Line output
transformers otten failed (especially
in hot weather) whilst the transistors
in the tuner  were almost certain to
fall after a thunderstorm! Most
"preset" controls were positioned
conveniently at the rear - too
conveniently! Users often obscured
intermittent faults by twiddling them .
all, then giving incorrect information.
t o  the service engineer.

Fenttrerttte

PIT—KB produced this in the la te
sixties. it was one of t he  most
compact mains only “portable" sets
and featured a Hit de rees General
Electric l!“ picture In c [made in
Italy} and a valved, hand-wired,
wrap-around [‘v’CI l ]  chassis design -
basically a scaled-down version of
the full—size dual standard receivers.
The only transistors were in the UHF
tuner, which was often omitted on
sets  deiivered to non-625 lines areas.
The tube was prone to DEC heater
(sometimes due  to the heater chain
rectifier becomin SIC} whilst the
line out  ut trans ormer also often
failed. lihrguson produced a budget
set of ve similar appearance ut
this was o r  operation on 465 lines
only.

20% larger picture

The 14" "rectan ular" picture tube
originated in the ate forties. lt was
qu1te attractive and became well-
known in the lower-cost sets of the
fifties. its main characteristic was the
paraltel sides and rounded comers,
unlike its iarger l?" brother, where
the screen was more curved. In
HST-53 Ferguson introduced their
"Flight" mains ortable featuring a lit"
tube with simi ar curved sides and 90
degrees deflection, but  a 14"
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diagonal. This was advertised as
having a 20 per cent iarger image.

Automatic Picture Contmt (AFC)

This seems to have been exploited
by Pye initially in their V4 and W
family; it’s better known as
Automatic Gain Control (EGG).

Double “D" Screen

Most early T'vr receivers had circular
cathode ray tubes. Much of the
screen was masked to rovide an
approximately rectan u at visible
viewing area. Usually t e corners of
this area extended almost to t he
perimeter of the screen, thus the
diagonai measurement was almost
that of the screen diameter. UK
manufacturers began to exploit part
of the conceated edges of the screen
to increase the image size, although
this resulted in the left and right hand
sides bein very curved indeed. The
9" Bush 22 is one example. Some
North American makers {cg Zenith]
went to extremes to allow 11]! use of
the entire circular screen area,
incidentally!

Ftywheet sync

Weak, noisy fringe area reception
often caused images with ragged
edges and intermittent loss of me
sypc. "Fl heel" sync introduced a
p ase-toc ed loop to the line
osciliator, resulting in a better
averaging of line s chronisation
under adverse con itions. One
receiver was the Pye V4 series which
used a complex circuit with a sync
transformer. Flywheel sync,
however, does cause problems
when receivers are used with
domestic video recorders and
modern receivers often switch to
"hard-lock" circuits in this mode.
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Printed circuit refinbitihr

This hrase was adopted as a slogan
by e when an ust
printed circuits in the mid— ities wi
the "Contemporary“ set range. Most
makers foliowed suit, altho h the
technique was not as relia ie as
anticipated, since the olin
substrate was susceptibe to
distortion or carbonisation with heat.
Certain portable receivers were
extremely unreliable as a result.
Radio and Allied- (Sobell and
Mcivlichael) were quick to adopt
double—sided printed boards. Their
portables in two-tone redfcream
cases were popular with users of  set-
top and indoor aerials. Economies in
construction and design resulted in
sets using miniature components,
fragile - often “noisy“ - user
controls mounted on a single paxoiin
strip, tuners which were inaccessibte
for contact cleanin and, worst of all,
problems of instabi ity on one or both
channels, usually due to the
proximity of the room aerial!

Hand—wired

Until the mid-fifties all sets had been
assembled manually on metal
chassis. KB {later [Tr-KB} had briefly
indul ed in the printed circult
"revo ution” but, from the mid-sixties,
were quick to boast of their "hand-
wired“ receivers. In fact their first
production dual-standard colour
receivers were also of this
construction.

"interface" controi

l«i’ertical hotd controis were almost
obligatory on TV receivers until
recent hmes. Careful adjustment
was often required to ensure
satisfactory picture Iockin and
minimise the appearance of e 405
tine structure, which could become
more prominent due to “line pairing“
effects. Some manufacturers
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incorporated a “fine" vertical hold
control, sometimes called an
"interlace control.

A common problem apparent
with one otherwise excellent
slimline, 405 lines only, receiver was
the gradual impairment of inteflace
such that the im e appeared to be
composed of 2G .5 hnesi This did
cause com iaints from users.
Although introduced a
modification they explained the
actual cause was interaction
between the line and field deflection
coils, which were expensive.
Nevertheless i did once succeed in
curing the prohtem by their
replacement.
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A SHOCKING TALE
john Wakely gives a timely reminder about the lethal
voltages lurking inside old sets. if you are involved in
repairing old sets please read this very carefully.
‘r’oung bucks not familiar with mains-
derived EHT must read the following
before attem tin to overhaul= or
modify sets usrng t is technique.

Until the introduction of RF
and back systems, the EHT sufpply
of receivers was obtained to
the mains su plyl via a step-up
transformer, va ve all-wave rectifier,
smoothing ca acitor and bleed
resistor networ , as shown in the
accompanying diagram. The circuit
changed little ram 936 to 1943.

These 5 terns produce
approximately 5k to the final anode
o the CRT but it must be noted that
higher potentials are available in a
few rare voltage-doubler models, the
Ekco 15“ console being one that
comes to mind.

So why the caution? After all,
it’s only Skit“, no more than the focus
potenhal of a modern colour TV. The
reason is that the mains transformer
produces a low impedance 5i} cls
supply that does not collapse if you
happen to put your hand across it.
Yes, our very own Dungeness B in
your iving room!

When servicing, a few simple
points will rolong our well-bei .

eep one and be ind your be
This will prevent a shock across our
body when testin . Don’t laugh. A
number of early engineers were
electrocuted servicing these units.

Note that the chain of
4.?megohms bleed resistors can go
open circuit, leaving the capacitors
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fully charged after snatch-oft”.

When starting work, switch all
set. Remove mains plug.

Discharge all EHT smoothing.
and, if fitted, reservoir capacitors by
shorting them out with a lit ohms
resistor for 30 seconds and then by
permanent links whilst working on
the unit. Make up the links using
plastic insulated rods, crocodile clips
and probes. Do not come into
contact with any part of the EHT
circuit until you haoe carried out the
above.

h Dol nlpst blofrget to lremove all
s orting in e are a ying power

ain. HUR2 and Mlpfip valves are
difficult to obtain! [Though Vintage1i.lifireless Company in Bristol have
some HMREsJ

So on have a faulty EHT
power pac on your vintage set. How
do you start?

Common faults are:

1. Breakdown of the high voltage
secondary causing arcing, smoke,
very low EHT or in- the early stages,
white interference spots on the
picture with a general lack of

rilliance.

2. Fan! EHT rectifier valve such as
the M lard i-NRE, Mazda M22 or
Marconi V15. Sym toms such as
internal sparking, lue glow (soft
valve} are common.

3.Failure oi smoothing condenser,
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ically {LluF at Tklf. This can go short circuit and can damage the valve and if
e fuses don’t fail, the transformer as well.

if you have a failed transformer and cannot wait to get that raster, you may
wish to try a few of these suggestions.

Silicon diodes of BYIBZ e will act as temporary test EHT rectiifers if used
with a 4?k resistor at the an e to act as a s e limiter. Transformers removed
from small neon signs produce around 2 to kV and make good emergency
replacements. ‘W’ire 1n math EHT cable and take care.

The focus voltage in most old colour '1‘." sets is around 4.5k'v" and can he
hitched up to test Note, the colour TV will no doubt have a live chassis. Run it
from an isolating transformer for safety.

El-lT triplers removed from old colour W5 and Thorn mono chassis will
produce El-lT when their input is connected to the line output valve anode [top
cap . _

Mains EHT transformers can he rewound to complete your restoration but
the cost is high. Not surprisin when you consider that the high voltage
secondary may contain up to ?,0 {It turns of hair-thin wire in layers. And that‘s to
say nothing of the wax and tar that have to he removed to gain access. {5 ealdng
of tar, do you remember the smell of tar, smoke and fumes that erupted) from a
Pye V4 when replacing the line output transformer?)

Some form of v 'ng the mains in ut is a great advantage- Use a variac or
a tapped transformer. is is a very han y article for the restorer of vintage sets,
allowing a gradual build-u of ower, Shorts, etc. can be detected before serious
damage occurs. Good Inc an take core.

finally Em‘
Hfillt'ffiifilfi. can. EEC?” Halifax“. wraith? ..c k. Fuss _ 1' far

\1

fl}:- mflttifl thil.
.SuJiTCH 51?:

J
"in.

minis / t
Pt? ml tiflf

Hrfirl L'smir‘EiS-Z
sEsolhrif/

Typical component values:

V1 HVRZ U16, V22.
111 loom, l-watt.
R2 - R8 seven 4.?Mfl l-watt resistors (bleed)
C1 + C2 .luF 'i'k‘v' oil paper condensers, Uisconol'i or BICC.
* safety hazard - see next Issue!
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NOTES AND QUERIES
HOW DID THE'Ir DO IT?

Your editor suffers from an insatiable curiosi about things of minor convern to
most peogle. Nonetheless he was determine - to find out how the French earned
on a sim taneous service on 1iii] and 319 lines.

Original they used separate cameras in the same studio, a very
shaightforwar solution but one which could lead to obvious difficulties. Marc
Chamley, who works for TdF [Television de France) explains that the used-
special o tical converters with the aid of a green-screen monitor an a TV
camera. e equipment evoived over the course of time but the principle
remained unchanged until the demise of the 441 line service in 1955.

He notes that all other international conversions follwed the same course
until the BBC brought out an electronic converter (525 to 625 iines} in i955.

0 tical converters were also used in the republic of Ireland, studio
materialp being originated in {525 lines. The equipment was quite sophisticated
and may have been made by Marconi, who used to Eist this apparatus in their
catalogues.

COLLECTORS AND THEIR COLLECTIONS

Don Haufl’, Minneapolis

My British pre-war W is, i believe, the Model TGIF. l have not done an
restoration of the cabinet or the electronics. The cabinet has the ori inai finis
which is in very nice condition- There is much luster, and some ila ing of  the
finish on the top. There are also some very small holes in the one side of the
cabinet. They appear to be a defect in the wood or some type of insect or
termite. I have never seen this before, but it is not very noticeable as you can see
from the photo. The serial number is 2654. It has the original back and appears
to have many, if not all, of the Marconi tubes.

The set was purchased from Bernard Sampson several years ago and i am
more interested in pre-war US W and US classic radios, suc as the E.H. Scott-
and McMurdo Silver radios. l have enclosed a list of items which I may consider
trading for.

My collection of 'I‘v's includes

- two Westem scanning disk TV '
- scanning disk, lamp and am lilier from Daven Corp;
- Raytheon Kino lamp with co orful box;
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- General Electric Hl’vllSl 5" re-vvar W;
- approx. 50 to 75 different Ws 1946 to 1950;
— many magazines 19213-1950 on TV, including a nearly complete set of the
"I‘elevision’I mag from England; - .

- many other collectible sets including 3" E'spey, 3" Pilot, Phllco Predicta,
Philco Safari, Sony 3-301W, etc.

I also have a coliection of radios that includes a Scott, McMurdo Sliver, Sparton
Bluebird, coupte of catalins, several novelty, many early transistors, etc.

Are there any US pre-vvar sets in England?

You can write to Don at Box 16351, Minneapolis, MN55416, USA. His
advertisement appears in the Market Place section.

Don ’s pre-war Tit“ sounds very nice; these sets are not easy to had nowadays. i
think only two pre-war sets have come onto the market in the past three years
or so. Don ’3 wood defect sounds iike woodworm, which wiii spread it it is kesh,
thou h probabty the damage occurred years ago. it would be worth sprazing
insi e with an insecticide. Severe woodwonn damage as weii as too ing
unsightiy can make the wood weak and brittle.

These sets are quite reiiabie generaity. The onty probiem is ion burn on
the face of the picture tube. There is a company — Dispiay Eiectronics of
Uxbrid - which can rebuiid these tubes but the process is expensive and they
natura iy cannot guarantee the tube won’t suffer in the process. Of course. it
wouid be nice to see a reatiy bright icture on the screen, but  these tubes were
not expected to iast and it is a mirac e that they stiii work at ait.

The rest of Don’s coitection sounds ve good. The Sony 3—3fli was their
first ever TV (a futuristicaih! styied 8" porta ie) which was not marketed in
Britain. i believe there are oniy two exampies in Britain and ome of those is in a
museum. The first UK modei Son TV was the 9-306 (dam—standard 405 and
625 tines). it was aiso made in a 5 5 tine version for the NTSC countries, even a

uad—standard version for the west European market (625 CCiR, 625 Belgium,
5 France and Bit) France).

As for re-war USA TVs, i am not aware of an in Europe; does anyone
eise know? estimate about i {it} to 200 pre-war Britis sets have survived in the
UK, Europe and the USA, white there are probabiy onty hait' a dozen pre-war
German sets surviving. (i am not aware of a pre-war French 44! tine set
preserved but i have not seen the Radio-France museum in Paris yet. ) [AE]
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RECORDING NOTES
An expanded section this time

VHS RECORDERS SUITABLE FOR 4115 LINES

As we have said before, you can use almost an normal current system (5251ine)
video recorder for 405 line recording and pla ack - only a very few machines
refuse to handle it. Many, howver, exhibit a find of ghosting effect on playback
which ma or may not worry you {the problem is not on the recording,
thankfuily, 111 just in the replay processing inside the VCR}.

Among the video recorders which do not suffer from this ghosting are the
early Nil-manufactured "piano key" and earl push-button. machines (all top-
loa ers), which can be found under the .WC, ergusuon, Baird, Telefunken and.
other names. The stylin varies even between differenti badged examples of the
same model, so it is di [cult to show a picture for identification, though if you tell-
a dealer you are looking for a 31:99 clone, he wilt know what you mean. These
recorders are lar e, heavy and old — but generaliy very reliable. Spare arts are.
widely available only heads, drive belts and idler assemblies are l ikey to fail}
and quite cheap. For a used example you can expect to pay between $50 and
£100 plus perhaps £30 if it needs overhauling- Picture quality [5 remarkably good,
surpassed only by the model described next-

Of current (or more accurately, recent) production VCRs which piay 405
lines, the National Panasonic HIE-J35 stands out. Now just replaced by a new
model, it is bein sold off at around £350. 11 is a real cracker: lightweight,
com act and wet - eatured (it has useful functions like audio dub and 1nsert edit,
whic are missing on most low~cost models). Picture quality is top~notch
especially on 405 lines.'Not a trace of a ghost and a stal-clear picture - magicl
i t  has on] one annoying feature; namely that e tuner is disconnected
electronica ly as soon as you plug a connector into the auxiliary input sockets; i
think there was an intemal modification to correct this described It] Television
magazine some months back. -

3W9 CLINIC

Four readers have contributed some hints and tips on the 3V2?) l[what amarvellous bunch you all are!} -- . .

1. When owering up] the recorder (rear switch}, ensure it is switched to
STANDBY rat er than 0 (on the front panel). Otherwise the cassette lamp
inside has a habit of buming out, and without that lamp the machine wilt not run!
Replacin the lamp is not expensive or even time-consuming, but if you don't
have any ulbs in stock [David Boynes, Dave Higginson]

2.. 0n timer recordings which do not use u the complete length of a
cassette, the machine swrtches oii stilt laced—up. l orgot about this one morning
and simply ejected the tape - disaster! Fortunately no damage was done to the
machine on opening up and extracting the damaged tape. It is essential to switch
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the machine ON and allow to unlace prior to rr-"E‘cting [which is an entirely
mechanical, not electronic, process} [Brian Renfo ]

3. The JVC HRH-H00 (Ferguson 3V29) is the best video recorder evermade
and I don’t think any new machine will ever reach such a high standard of
reliability. The only problem you encounter is the loading belt, cassette lamp and
the odd idler or clutch. A superb machine that is as goo now as it was in 1931. l
have never re laced a set of heads on one of these et! l stock all the bits for
these. [John Vgakely, London SW 19. Tel: 031-542 3361

4. See also the January and February 1992 issues of Television magazine for
more detailed articles.

TAPE FORMAT CONVERSION

_ The‘following people can offer tape format conversion, i.e. they can cop from
one tape (not video} standard to another. Please contact them direct; c arges
are by negotiation.

VIDEO

iviARTiN LOACH has the following VTR formats.

Egnfie-inch reel to reel: Ampere VRi'003 {A formal], PhilipsfPeto-Scott EL3400, lVC

Two-thirds inch reel to reel: lke ami 'iVR40]
Half-inch reel to reel: Philips L L, Rank-Nivico KU300, Sony (IV-2000, Sony CV-
2 i00 ,  Shibaden, ELAJ-l (e. . hi it density Hitachi, National, Sony, Sanyo.)
Sizing-inch reei to reel: ai i011.

sette: Betamas, Grundig SVR, Philips N1500, Philips N1 T00, Sony U-l'vlatic (low
band), V2000,
VHS.
Ring him on Oxford 0365-?3532i or write to 95 Lashford Lane, Dry Sandford,
Abingdon, @1413 SEE.

RON VANSlTTART in Margate has a formidable array of formats at his disposal.
Among the less common ones are National (Panasonic) cartridge (Omnivrsion),
one-inch C format, Philips VCR 1500 and 2000 and Panasonic f2" EIAJ. He also
has telecine facilities and while he earns his living from selling time on these
facilities, he is prepared to transfer genuine archive material at a nominal charge.
You can ring him on 0343-2212302.

PARREE AUDiO—VIDEO in Ealing offer guadru lei-t (625 line high and low band,
525, 405 and 313I lines). The also de in C ormat, low-ban U-l'vlatic and the
following Viz" variants (Sony -2000, Son (IV-2100, EIAJ (high and low density,
monochrome and colour], Shibaden an 525 line EiAJ. Their cassette formats
include Betamart (standard and auger), VHS, S-Vi-IS Video 3, Philips (1500, 1200
and V2000), Gmndig SVR and 4, and Akai if " monochrome and colour
formats. Finally, other open reel formats handled are Amperr 1"  CCIV and Philips
1". Enquiries in writing please to Parree Audio-Video, 4 Glenfield Road, Ealing.
London W13 9.12. ‘

PAT HlLDRED has vHs, U-lvlatic, National cartri e and TechnicolorfFunai
Microwdeo 1r'4“ cassette. Write to him 31135 Broomiiel , Adel, Leeds, L316 GAE.
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FLINTDOW CHANNEL 5 TELEVISION claim to have a collection of vintage VCRs
so vast it confuses even the most ardent of format spotters. Contact Donald
Blakely, Chief En ineer, Flintdown Channel 5 television, 339 Clifton Drive South,
St. flames on Sea, cs., F‘r’S lLP.

Nobody seems to have listed BBC VERA - yet! That said, at least one piece
of tape remains from this pioneering format.

AUDID TRANSCRIPTIUN

0n the subject of audio recordings, PAUL SAWI'ELL is extremerlly well equipped
to convert reel-to-reel recordin s to compact cassette and has o ered to help out
readers. He can handle full, h f o r  quarter track material at any speed from 1 YES
to 15 inches per second. Charges by n otiation: write to him (with SHE} at 20
Seymour Road, Wollescote, Stourbridge, est Midlands, DY9 3TB.

BRIAN RENFURTI—l can also handle half or quarter track open reel to cassette at
either 1 W3, 3 3X4 or T's": i. .s. u to T“ reels in mono only. Send tapes and post e
to Brian Renforth, 1T4 elms ey Road, Sandyford, Newcastle upon Tyne, N
1RD- Recorded delivery may be safer.

PARREE AUDIO-VIDEO (address above] offer high quality disc transcription,
Comgiact Disc transfer, quarter-inch tape on half or quarter-track at speeds of
15!! up to 15 inches per second. Also eight-track cartridge, compact cassette,
DAT, rmcrocassette, Philips minicassette and most dictation machine formats.

This list would appear to exhaust most formats, but what about Sony Elcaset or
the Gmndig DC cassette? If on can offer help with old ta e standards, please
[31:13? %our editor a line ('i'l alcutt Way, Nort ampton, N BPH) or ring 0604-

TAPE STOCK

Yes, obsolete ta e! Peo 1e reguirinfil cassette tapes for Technicolor 11'4" and
Philips 1500 1?  and 000 ‘v" Rs 5 ould contact Ste hen Albrow, Globe Video
Services, 192 Castelnau, London, sw13 913a Tel-.081- 43 I453.

iosp ares-Ltd.
~..FURELEBTRUNIG Cami-emi- mm
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THE FIRST NATIONAL
VINTAGE COMMUNICATIONS FAIR

will be held on Sunday May 3rd 1992 from
11am to 5pm at the National Exhibition

Centre Birmingham 1003 of stalls selling
405- LINE TELEVISIONS RADIOS

GRAMOPHONES PHONOGRAPHS
RECORDS RADIOGRAMS TELEPHONES

& JUKEBOXES etc. etc.

I
I
I
l
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
l
I
I

Entrance on door £2. Restaurant, Full Bar, Toilet 3: I
Telephone facilities all provided within the Hall. :

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I

Free Parking.
Rig t next to Binningham International Railway.r Station 3r. Airport

and the M42 Motorway.

STALLS NOW BOOKING
STALLS ONLY £20 each for this great 1Fennel

(price includes stall, entrance for stall holder & 1 helper
free parking and drive--1n unloading facilities).

For a Booking form please send see to:
Jonathan Hill Organiser NVCF 2—4 Brook Street, Barnpton

L Tivetton Devon. EX16 91X. Teiephone {0393) 331532. J

405 ALIVE will be there!
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. . . . . . . .

. . . . .

{3 Speeds NTSC) VHS-C, SIancIaroI 8mm.
Retamax, U-MaIIo SP and Beta-earn SP formats-
NTSC CAMCORDERS {USA System}

are RDA ROS CONVERSION OF FOREIGN ‘

GRuaIIaoIe for We (HI- 8 anor Super VHS).
VIDEO TR PE CORVING AND DUPLICA TION
OAII IornIaIs as above pIus RIIIIIpS I500 IE:

' VIdE’U 2000.
r OSrnaII o'upIICaIIon runs In PAL, NTSC or

MULTIPLEXERS
OCIne FIIm sound or sIIenI 16mm Super

:- E29? 8mm SIano'aro 8mm and 9. 5mm
gig-325;; 035mm SIIoIeS usIng Two Projector DIssqe _

SysIem Photographs (NegaIIues or Prints)
RHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS OR SLIDES ERONI
iAny VIo'eo Image.
eRny FIIm SIngIe Irarne.
VIDEO suRIIEILLANCE
0 Cameras IE TIrne Lapse VTR avaIIabIe for IIIre
ARCHIVE FILM LIBRARY AND SLIDES ‘II S rate your reouIremenIS.

"T" e PLAIGVIUEO

VIDEO RECORDINGS
Rerween NTSC (USA, Japan, EIC. ,1 anor PAL
(UK, Europe, EIC.) anor SECRM (France.
RuSSIa, MIdo‘Ie EasI, Ere)- We use a SneII 8:
WIICoIr DIgIIaI Converter INIIII IIIIed WC Ior
Super VHS and HI-S- AIso we do SIanIIaror "IIHS

SECAM
TRANSFER TO VIDEO VIA AERIAL IMAGE

* PLATO VIDEO
{Incorporating V‘sual Image Production}
?0 Richmond Hull I.  .Bournemouth 31-12 am ;__fj

Telephone 0202 54332310355



CHEVET BOOK SUPPLIES
151* DICESON none. amCItPeeL FYI one

TEL : {0253} 751858

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS ANT) TELEVISION BOOK LISTING

Published regularly, containing hundreds of eut-of-print, old and collectible wireless andtelevision books and magazines. .

Send four first class stamps for next copy or £2.25 for next four issues.

TELEVISION AND "WIRELESS SERVICE SHEETS AND IVIANUALS

Thousands in stock from 19385 to 1988s. SAE with enquiries please.

3 BRITISH TELEVISION, THE FORMATIVE YEARS by Prof.  REV. Burns .  Specialpurchase of an out-«of-print book on early television 1929-1939. Sponsored by IEE History oftechnology in association with the Science Museum. 488 pa  es, well illustrated. A highly :collectible item, based on written primary source material. invaluable addition to the iliterature on the subject. Published at £52, our price £45 including piicp.

EARLY WIRELESS by A. Constable. This  excellent book  retraces the pa ths  of  historywhich culminated in the final appearance of the wireless set. Many early sets are illustrated.Much information is provided for the wireless historian. 16'? pages, includes half tones.Laminated boards. Brand new £8.50, p&p £1.58.
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........... CLANDESTINE WARFARE. James tiles and Keith Melton. This interesting andi informative book studies the  weapons and equipment employed by the 30E  and  035i during World War 11. Includes a chapter on radio communications equipment, with photosi of transceivers, etc.  With a chapter  on cellectin military and industrial  intelligence,select ion and  training,  and sabotage. Brand new. ublished £14.95, our price £9 .95  plus£1.25 p&p.
..

SCOOP PURCHASE THE AUTHORISEI} BIOGRAPHY 0F SIR BERNARD LOVELL.The man responsible for Jodrcll Bank. Contains detailed chapters on the development ofwartime radar, including H23 and various centimetric equipment. 320 large format pages.A must for those interested in the development of radar and radio astronomy. Many illus. Abig book. BRAND NEW £8.25 p&p £135.

VINTAGE VALVE LISTING

A listiri of  hundreds of  unusedfnew valves e f all types 1925 - 1975, including most televisionvalves- AE for list with your requirements. '
Access and Barclaycard taken. Telephone orders accepted.
Write to Dept. E, CHEVEI‘ BOOKS, 153’ Dickson Road, Blackpool, FYl ZEU. Telephone i[JESS-T5185 . ‘ -
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IF YOUR INTEREST IN commoanorqs mos T0
memes 0F DAYS GONE BY, YOU SHOULD BE READING

'I'mYGONES
I Whether that interest is in domestic radio and TV or in amateur radio. in
miiitary, aviation or marine communications, in broadcasting, or in commercial
radio systems fixed or mobile, RADIO BYGGNES is the magazine for you.
I Articles on restoration and repairI history, circuit techniques. personalities,
reminiscences and just plain nostalgia —~ you’ll find them all. Plus features On
museums and private collections. with colour photographs of some Of their most
interesting exhibits.

I Covering developments from the days of Hertz. Maxwell and Marconi to
the recent past. RADIO BYGONES is edited by Geoff Arnold GSGSR. who
is also Editor of Morswn Mognifieor, the quarterly magazine for Morse enthusiasts-
I RADID BYGONES is published sis times a year. A subscription costs
£1100 for one year by post to UK addresses. or £13.03 to overseas addresses
by surface mail. Airmail rates can be quoted on request.

I If you would like to see a sample copy. send £3.00 {£3.2fl overseas} t o
the publishers at the address below. RADIO BYGGNES is not available
arnewsagents.

I Please send payment by cheque or postal order to the Publishers at the
address below. {Overseas remittances must be in Sterling. payable in the UK.
Cheques must be drawn on a London clearing bank).

Payment from the UK or overseas by AecessurocardJMastereard or Visa is
also welcome: please quote your card number and expiry date. and your full name.

G C Arnold Partners, 9 Wetherby Close,
‘ Bmadstvne, DorsetBHIS 3.113, England -_.

'3 Telephone: {1232 6534?4 WEI



ITANTIQU RADIO CLASSIFIED ‘
'7“: THE NATIONAL PUBLICATION

...:. FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS
@ OF OLD RADIOS AND RELATED ITEMS -

. — PUBLISHED MONTHLY
Published by John V. Terrey. 13.0. 30:: 2 .  Cariisle. MA 01?41  _

Antique radio 's  largest-circulation monthly magazine
5000+ subscribers!

SCREBE TO ":a-AY
Only $11 for a 6-month Trial

A typical 76-page monthly issue includes:
- SUD-plus Classified Ads
- Advertising for Services {St Hard—to-Find Parts
- Informative Mcles such as Companyr Histories.

1iJ’aiue Guides. Auction Reports. How-To. Photo
Reviews. Hints tit Tips .  Coming Events

A Sampling Of the collecting areas covered:
- 20 's  Batteryr Sets 0 50's Plastic Radios - Horns 8.: Speakers
. Crystal Sets ‘- Teievision - Telegraph Gear
- Wireless Gear A Spark trs - Advertising
- Cathedrals . Earlyr Tube XIntrs . Novelties
- Tombstones - Comm. Receivers - Books. Magazines. etc.
. Classic Radios - Tubes - Ete. .  etc..  etc.

Yes. i want to  subscribe to  Antique Radio Classifiedi I]
Name. Call
Addres s  -
City State Zip
Te iephone  '
E] New C] Renewal :  SUB#:  EXP:  Ear iv :
_$11 .Ufl  6-months. by 2nd class mail Fungi... "I... _
H5200!)  12-months.  by  2nd  c lass  mall: __ $40.00 25—months Canada-weer. {air} . "
_sao.ec 12-months. by 1st class maii; ___ssu.eo 25-months wiflfmfigfifigf‘m°
__ Other :  om: Foreign: seem. [airi g'.

Make checks payab le  to acne. Mall to A.H.c.. P.o. Box 2. Carilsle. MA own 3m“: mi"- ; _

VISA MC Card No. Exp:
P.aid:$____ Bv {check} (cashitargei  i s t  issue:  For ARC:



THE LEfiDlNG MAGAZINE FOR ALL VINTAGE RADIO ENTHUSIASTS

‘Mte Radiophi le
I I l

_ . . _ . “I
1 ’ I ' d l -  I :  qi-Il'll'lls‘ll:=I I :: ’Ilri-tli flux  I'd-htfitggrmt sir-31';- I '

..I.|'.I-...-.'Ii1'-':II'_LElli-I‘ll...

1 Ffi‘flgmh 
H E.131': a 313%?”

. ‘Igl _. _ a"... E a...‘ 5E ”H-

SEEITCIHG ' RESTDRtON ' DISCUSSIONNOSThLGL‘t ' CONSTEUCTIONJHL PRDJECTS
lNTRDDUCING THE RADIUPHILE.as a radio enthusiast, you may already have heard something of our  magazine.Why our sample it for yourself? We believe that you will agree with our  readers that  it isby far the best of the publications dealing with vintage radio with its authoritative yetfriendly articles and its devotion to the I'l'eel' of the period it deals with. me is HoraTrudi-e radfe 'maeauire mini maefympariaafappeaflThe Editor, Chas.E.Miller, has been engaged professionally in radio work since1943 and in technical journalism since the early 19?{}'s. His boolt A ascribed-“Handbook ofJ-ara- agar: sense is the definitive work'on the subject. The various writers whocontribute are also well qualified in their fields and provide a valuable store of informationfor the readers- The Radiophile also offers its subscribers a service that is unmatchedelsewhere: its large library of service sheets and manuals covers a vast range of models andthese are available as photo-copies at very reasonable prices - typically hall or less thesecharged by specialist firms. The booit department has on offer hundreds of volumesdealing with vintage radio and allied subjects. i n  addition readers may place smalladveMents free of charge. The Friends of The Radiophile, an informalvassociau'onroperates 'get~togethers' every six months at which readers meet to buy. sell o r  exchangeequipment - and chat - in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere markedly different from othersuch functions. Full details of forthcoming events are given in the magazine.At present a six-issue subscription to The Radiophile costs just £15."r Do yourselia favour by sending off your subscription now so that you will miss no more issuesl if youwould like to see a specimen copy first, to show you what you have bean missing. sendjust £2.51]. All back numbers are available at a cost of £2.50 each. including postage.Special rates will be quoted for large quantities.

. i I

"F’I‘L‘

Our telephone number is {II-'B'S 234696. It is manned from {BBC} - 13
. 

CID and  14431;} -”DU Monday to fnday; an answering machine is usually available at other times.

The iladiophile.  "Larkhill". Newport Road. Woodseavczs. Staflord. WDHP.



MARKET PLACE
This is the area for buying and selling all kinds of things to do with television, new or old.

Want to ioin in? Then send us your advertisement: there is no charge, aithough if
space is short we may have to 'prune" out the least relevant adverts or hold them over
untii next time.

Advertisements are normally inserted for two issues: piease indicate if you wish
your ad. to run longer. There's no extra charge but we try to avoid repeating "stale"
material.

Traders are also weicome here but we do require people who are commercial
dealers to state this in their advertisements. The letter {T} at the end of an
advertisement indicates that the advertisement is 'trade'.

Test card music is subject to the same ruies of copyright as other recorded works
and it is unlawful to sell amateur or professionai recordings of same. 485 Alive will not
accept any advertisements from persons engaged in this activity.

Also please note that we do not acce t any responsibility for dealings resuitin
from these advertisements, which are pub ished in good faith- That said, we wi

_ endeavour to deal sympathetically and effectively with any difficulties but at our
discretion. Fortunately we have had no problems yet. In relate coilecting fields, replicas
and reproductions can be difficult to identify, so beware of any items "of doubtfui origin"
and assure ourself of the authenticity of anything you propose buying. And try to have
fun: after al , it's only a hobby!

We have had a number of ads requesting 405 line recordings and circuit dia rams
for standards converters and Band 1 modulators - why haven’t we printed them? ell,
the ads for videotape recordings were getting out of hand and there was no response to
our idea of a clearin house. Building a standards converter is a ma'or undertaking {parts
are iikely to cost EDD minimum) but one our members who as built one is now
working on a set of printed circuit boards and parts lists. Watch this space! And two
designs for modulators have been published in Television magazine - see issue i of 405
Alive, pages lIII'Ilr I I .  We can supply photocopies at lflp a page.

Please note that we are not in a position to sup ly circuit diagrams, service sheets
or other information on equipment. For this ou n to read the small advertisements
below andthose published each month in elevision magazine. But we will also print
requests for help in this section of the newsletter. Most valves and other components
are not hard to find: we recommend Biliington Valves (U403-2lfli'19 , Kenxen (fill-
446 4346), Wilson 1'h\“'alves {045?5-6l l4 and PM Components 04 4-56951l). For
hard-to-find transistors we have hear of AOL Technology ( 152-34l'i'l l }  The
Semiconductor Archives (Obi-EN T908} and Vectis Components Ltd. (£13135-
669385}. Would you like to recommend other firms? If you think a firm gives good
service please tell us all!

We advertisements start on the next page.
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AVAIIABLE AGAIN after two years:
Paste Polishing No. 5. Connoisseurs
will know that this te is the ideal
material for cleaning bakelite and
other plastics (even plastic bathsl}.
Unlike Brasso and other Ii uid
polishes, it leaves no active resi ue,
and as it also contains a waxy cut,
it also gives a gloss finish. aste
Polishing No. 5 is the stuff the Post
Office used to polish up the old
bakelite hones and is marvellous
stuff - as any user!

Unfortunately the demand for
it is reduced nowadays (ET doesn’t
need it nowl), so it is on]
manufactured at intervals. A batc
has just been made and you can
have a carton of 12  tubes for $2.24,
post paid and including VAT. Smaller

uantities are not available from
reygate, only in multiples of 12

tubes. Send your order to fire gate
Chemical Company, Fir Tree e,
Groby, Leicester, LE6 GFH. (Tel:
8533-3?????}. And do it today while
stocks are still available!

(ll you really want only one or two
tubes, small uantities were available
at time o writing from THE
RADIDPHILE, “Laddtill”, Ne rt
Road, Woodseaves, Stafford, l}
fill? at £1 .95 a tube plus postage.)

VINTAGE TVs, radios and testgear
repaired and restored. Personal -
attention to every job and moderate
prices. Estimates without obl' ation -
deal with an enthusiast! (B - and
BATC member} Please include SAE
with -all en uiries- - thanks. Dave
Higginson, 2 High Street, ivlisterton,
Doncaster, Yorke, DNlfl 4BU. (T).
Tel: 042? - 390263.

FOR SALE: Valves for your 405 line
TV (and other equipment] can be
obtained from Kenzen, Unit 9, 16-20
Game Street, Balsa]! Heath,
Bl NGHAM 312 9116. Send SAE'
for uotalion by retum or telephone
02 l -  46 4346 or fair (new number -
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please note) 021-446 4245. Many
thousands of new, boxed valves at
unbeatable prices. We can also
su corn onents, e.g. "spot-tip-
bolglp coloFur coded resistors,
wirewound resistors, drop ers, EHT
capacitors, etc. etc. Sen for our
latest 26 page catalogue of goodies -
only 5:] plus A4 size SAE with 32p
stamp please. interestin items
available now include: ex- A UHF
television transmitter arts of},
about U2 tonne of err-BB video and
audio uipment (mostly 19" rack
mountincg) and lots of 19" video
monitors. Callers welcome but

lease telephone the warehouse
rst.(T}

FOR SALE: Printed circuit board for
David Looser’s desi n of Band 1
modulator. Size 16  x 100 mm,
undn'lled. Eli} includi ost and
packing. Dave Boynes, 1 e Garth,

Inlaton, Blaydon, NE21 EDD. Tel:
091-414 4251.

FOR SALE: Sony Cit-203013 4B5 line
video tape recorder, good condition
but not used for 5 years, so not
guaranteed to work immediatel .

Ill. Also Bush DACEH} radio and G C
5444 six-band radio (1956), both
bakelite cabinets - offers? Mr Leon,
Leon Electronics, Gatwiclt, Sussex.
Tele: 02533-520535.

FOR SALE: various 19505 W's - Pye,
Bush, Ekco, etc, some in very ood

' condition and none over £50. teve
Harris, 0244-5510452.

FOR SALE: The follo ' items have
been donated to the British Amateur
Television Club to raise funds. All.
proceeds go to the BATC. BATC
members may claim a discount. All
items must be collected.

* Marconi Mk4 picture and waveform
monitor, compete, handbook, valve,
4051525525 ca able, will need some
rewiring ..... .00

* Taylor Taylor Hobson "Studio
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Varotol' 10:1 zoom lens 35mm.
image format ”W33 mount fits 1.0.
Carneras........&4fl.tlll

* Marconi Industrial vidicon camera,
Head only, valve, circa 1960.

* Rank bush M h Monitors 9"
solid state 405! 2 autoswitch
handbook, MainsfliiatL, early 60's, fair
condition....&25.flfl

EflEMI switching matrix, big, circa late
’5 ......

* Bell E: Howell 16mm film projectors
"Filmsound", some very modern,
some not so modern, optical sound
or mayopt. sound, from ”£49459

* Reliance studio vidicon camera
with viewfinder, clean but viewfinder
tube has 5 ts, no data, quite
big............ £2 .90

* Audi}: Sflwatt power am , 2U
rackrnount, line in, Sohmsflll Dip.
£15 each or pair for £25.90

* 1m e Orthicon tube P3116
unbox condition unknown....&5
collect; Ditto BDKEd‘....... .515 collect
or + post at buyer’s risk

* Tektronix ’scope tubes, selection
available: phone.

”these items are personal sales:
* Fi—cord portable tape recorder circa
mid-fills, in race condition,
collectible, offers...
* lit" recording tage Aiga PER358,
box often ta e595. t}
* BBC Anc or caption equipment,
It oards, etc, fairly big, could be
co lectible needs good home.

Contact B. Summers 931 993 4?39
answerphone, leave message

FOR SALE: * Illuminated diascope
for 1.0. carrier new condition, With

wer supply or lamp. Slides onto
ens, takes two 2" x 2 slides (latter
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not suggflfied but may be available at
cost). or swap.
* Marconi Mk 4 studio monitor,
403625 line auto-switching. Valve
technology (of course), 14" screen, in
good workmg condition, with

andbook. Big. ** SOLD i t “ .

* Old copies of the Radio Times
pages a bit yellow and brittle round
the edges but corn lete with all radio

rograrnrnes. 6.1 .36. and 16.12.49
FNorth of England edition). 55 each
including postage.
* Panasonic ortable VHS recorder
Nil-139E, 5:2 0.
* Two e Lynx cameras, clean but
unteste ideal for conversion to 495
lines, 5:29 each each or £39 the pair.
Carriage extra or collect.
* Three Sony Cit-2090 WES, none
working, some missing a few parts.
Free to anyone who needs them and
will collect.
* Ainnec Televet type STE, corn lete
but very uncared for (saved m
skip), needs repaint and new
ca acitors but does give a trace on
C T. 95 to cover m collection costs.
Andy Emmerson 3PTH Tl Falcutt
Way, Northampton, bib-12 BPH.

FOR SALE: Parts to make your own
modulator. Redit'fusion modulator
cans, unmodified - you need a 'r
for sound and vision. £10 a pair, ata
supplied [only three Egpairs available)-
Crystals for channel 1, pair of sound
8: vision 512 (only one pair available].
Black plastic case (two available] £3.
All pnces include inland postage.
Because quantifies are limited 13-15359
order soon and either ring t to
check availability or send SAE for
return of your ch ue it sold out.
And Emmerson, 'l' Falcutt Way,
glfqmfimpton, NN2 SPH'. Tele: 969%-

FOR SALE: Wireless and television
technical books and magazines
dating from 1938. Includes Practical
Television from 195'? and Wireless
World from 1949. Everything must o
as I need more room. Send SAE or
copy of lists to: Nigel Phillips, 1‘3
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J ohnstone Road, Oakdale, Poole,
Dorset, BH15 3HT. Tel: 0202-67033.

FOR SALE: English Electric 16“
console set (with metal cone tube),
BBC 1v channels plus FM radio.
Complete and rn reasonable
conditioni but untested. Quite large!
till} one. may have other 19505 sets
by the time you read this so lease
ask. Pat Hildred, 0532- T0531
weekday evenings or 031-453 4425
answerphone.

FOR SALE: most EMI (HMV, Marconi,
Columbia, etc.) service information
for radios, TV and audio, 1929-1535135.
Many original service sheets,
manuals, instruction books for sale.
John Gillies, flSi  -5?3 T511

FOR SALE: 12 brand-new boxed
heads for Philips £41500 VCRs, £20
each. 50 brand-new 'l'fllfll series
ta es with runn' times from LVCQl}
- VCIEO — LVCI 0. Price around 55
each. Carl Truman, 21 Sharman
Avenue, Watton, Norfolk, IP25 BEG.
Tel: 05353-332368 after 6pm, not
Tuesdays.

FREE - YOURAD COULD BE HERE
There’s no charge at all if you’re a
subscriber

INTERESTED in telephones and
telegraphs? The Telecom Heritage
Group is for you then, with. four
magazines and a swa meet a year.
Send. SAE to THG, .0. Box 499,
Bishopbriggs, Glasgow, G64. 3JR.

WANTED: I am looking for exam les
of early colour TVs, especially uaI-
standard Bush, Murphy, Thom, Pye
or Decca models. Anything unusual
would be of particular interest. I am
also seeld exam les of two early
est-war G C mo els, BTTGQE and.
1214?, and of course anything pre-

war (isn‘t everyone?!?). My tele hone
number is Coddenham {1449 9-366.
Mike ' , Crowiield Cottage, Stone
Street, rowfield, Ipswich, Suffolk,
IP6 QTA.
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-* To buy: Basic

WANTED: Mirror-lid W, any
condition considered. Details and

rice to Barrie Portas, 4 Summerfield
venue, Waltham Grimsby, 0N3?

3ND. Tel: o4r2-324é39.
WANTED: Old studio etgriprnent -
camera pedestal, an tilt head
(wedge fitting], {5 5 colour SPG,
other stdio Items would be of
interests including the possibility of a
complete 0.3. truck the older the
better. Steve Harris, wild-661052.

WANTED: buyfborrowfswafp old TV
pr rammes on 15mm rlrn. I’m
gra ually building up an interesting
archive! Andy Emmerson, T l  Falcutt
Ear: hglorthampton, NNE BPH. 0634-

WANTED:
* To borrow: can anyone lend me a
Lektroitit catalo ue (any period)
andfor a mid- QTUs Radiospares
catalogue? I‘ll pay postage both ways
and return these ragidly. anks.

eleuision part 2
(Technical Press}. Andy Emmerson,
Tl Falcutt Way Northampton, NN2
BPH (tel: 0504 - £44130).
1llllAI'IlTED: Who wants to sell" me a-
pre-war TV set? I can offer in
exchange a Telehor Nipltow disc set
of 1932. I prefer a table top set. I also
wish to buy the GEC 9" television and
radio receiver from 194?
[SETMAKERS page 30?}. l offer a
good price for a good set (not a
ridiculous price, i am still a collector).
Rudi Sillen, Lirnbe . 3} ,  E2230
HERSELT, Belgium. el: flit}- 32-14-
545339.

WANTED: Pre-war T'v' an make,
an condition. We BltiT. Cyrus 33-
3! B and 3ft.  1' can collect. Pre-war
books on TV. Data on Ekco 'I‘XETS.
Please help me with standards
conversion [625->4l}5 andr'or 625—
>819). i f  you have a Philips 663A or
know of it, please exchange findings
with me. Offered: help with-
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documentation; Some crystals
41.5MH2 at cost ($5 each plus
postage, or [ can bring them to a
swa meet). Jac Janssen, Hoge Ham
l l ?  5104.]D DDNGEN, The
Netheriands. Tel. (evenings) from
UK: 010 31 1623-13153.'lhanksl

WANTED: Pye V4 or W4 W, Pye
broadcast equipment, the mauve
and light blue valve type. l.l'r'hat have

ou? Information on the Pye
roadcast Staticon camera, type

2130 Diff. Need manual, lenses, any
info. Michael Bond, il'i’33-53993.

WANTED: old AW Television Shov.r
ks, number 2 and u . Also

wanted 16mm 0 t. sound A lo o,
starts. Mr DAV. robert, Hi Wo en
Road East, Wednesbury, West
Midlands, WSlfl  flRG.

WANTED: l'l'lr' ear books from first
edition (?1962 to the last. Also
printsr'slides of test cardsftuning
s‘ nals used b the BBCfl'l‘A.

alcolrn O’Neill, {l Welbeck Road,
Carshalton, Storey, 5M5 ITA.

WANTED: The Authorig’is/
Transmitters [an earlyr
publication] and BBC television
Eublicity handouts of the 19505 and

(is. An Emmerson 'i’l Falcutt
Way, Nort ammon, NNé BPH.

WANTED: OLD CAMERA TUBES and
similar imagin devices of various
types and age and related data, etc.)
sought for historic ( i )  collection.
Particularly welcome would be an
Orthicon, EM! 9831 vidicons, an
Ebitron, an image lsocon. or a 1.5“
vidicon. Tubes that are not operable
are suitable, so if you replace tubes
in cameras please don’t throw the
old ones away but contact Peter
Delaney, 5 East View Close,Wargrave, Berks. R610 38.] (tel:
Wargrave [1?34-4fliil21).

WANTED: Any 4fl5 line video tape
VHS or Betamax and any highly
qualified electronic technician to
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make me a modulator to ut sound
and vision on old set. .l. er, 33
Macaula Avenue, Great Shelford,
Cambn' e, C32 SAF.

WANTED: 405-525 system switch
slider for Thorn 14GB chassis [scrap
chassis will do]. Also new CRT e
A59 QSWIS 23" mono or equiv ent
{not urgently required but would be
nice to have if ever neededl]. Costs
mill be met. Write to Brian Renforth,
l’i'4- Helmsley Road, Sandyford,
Newcastle-upon—Tyne, NE2 1RD.

WANTED: For restoration of Pye
BlSTiBV2ll, preset control anel or
individual sliders, the split T surge—
limiting resistor 2 Jr. 94, original
service manual. Also wanted, the
following Gmndi reel-to-reel
recorders: TK2, TK3, 4 TKi’, TKli},nus, TKlfi, TKEE, Trio, last}, TKE4,
TK4flfl. Any original Grundi reel-to-
reel manuals and Grundi echnical
Information Bulletins. Ike Marley
GBCTJ, 23  Herald way, Burbage,
Leicester, LE lfl  2NX.

SWAP: l have user handbooks for the
Cossor models 930T and 934, also
Bush W24 (the last is a bit do -
cared}. I’ll be pleased to swap a ]
three for the Bush W22 instructions
{I don‘t want to sell them). Andy
Emmers on,  0564-3441139.

FOR TRADE: 1933 Marconi
television, ori inal finish, all knobs,
with back an most (not all} original
Marconi tubes. No restoration

Photos available.

POSSIBLE TRADES CGNSIDERED:

l .  Pre-war W5 by RCA, GE,
Andrea (not kit), etc. No mirror-in-the
lid sets.
2. Early scanning disk sets, must
have facto -made cabinet.
3. BEN I-I Stratosphere, 25 tube
set, or 151463.
4. Scott Bil-tube Philharmonic in
Wanington.

attempted.
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5. McMurdo Silver Masterpiece V
or VI.
6. Crosley WLW.
i". 1935 Lincoln 20-tube
Symphonic.
8. Other rare radios considered.
Don Hauff, Boa 1535i, Minneapolis,
MN 55416, USA.

WANTED: Cream rubber mask for
VCRB? tube. Ring Alan on 0424—
3930?8.

WANTED: early 19505 console set,
must have doors; dual-standard or
025 line-only black ll: white sync
pulse generator, preferably rack-
mounted, BBC "wlnte unit" PLUGE;
rack-mounted audio monitor unit of
an description. Pat Hildred 0532-
s? 501 weekday evenings or 031-453
4420 answerphone.

WANTED: CRT adapter e 445 for
l..Vindsor valve tester; Ts TA10,
CRM92, 0501, l6505; Frame oscillator
transformer for lnvicta T102 TV-
Television receivers Marconi V1353!TS
and e DlST, Vidor-CNS??, Mullard
M'I‘S3 9. Clive Mason, 0384-ST2F44.

.TELECINE (standard 8, super 8, 9.5
and 16mm) and 52511525
PAUSEWTSC standards
conversion work. Personal service
using professional equipment, by a
405 enthusiast at com etitive prices.
Send large SAE for 1 details or
describe your specific requirements.
We regret we cannot handle 40511325
conversions! Lionel. Fynn, Plato
Video, ?0 Richmond Hill,
gfiggemouth, BH2 fiJA. Tel: 0202-

CALLING All. DKersl Keep up to
date with Telerndfo News, the only
magazine for dedicated enthusiasts.
Six Issues a year cost you just 5150
post paid, so send your name and
address with a cheque made out to
HS PUBLiCATiONS, T Epping Close,
Derby, DE3 4HR. _
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AND IF YOU’RE AFTER THE VERY
LATEST INFO ON SATELIJTE
TELEVISION ... on should be
reading Transport er, the definitive
subscn tion newsletter. For details
ring 0 Til-580099 or send SAE to
Transponder, P.O. Box 112, Crewe,
Cheshire, CW2 i’DS.

RECOMMENDED SHOP: J. 8: N. Bull
Electrical, 250 Portland Road, Hove,
Sussex has old TV servicing
equipment from time to lime, also
obsolete and spare arts at
reasonable prices - Albert ritchard.

MOM] - THE WORLD’S MOST
EXCITING CINEMA AND
TELEVISION MUSEUM. South Ban
London SEI .  Tel 071-923 353
Eswitchboard) or 0TI—401 2535
recorded information line).

NOTHING to do with vintage TV but
if you are interested in the
"alternative" video and independent
TV production scene, on may care
to read Independent edict, a thick
monthly magazine costing £1.25. Full
details from Independent Media, 3’
Campbell Court, Bram] ,
Basin stoke, Hants. RG26 5E .
Telep one 0256 - 332032.
ON THE AIR Vintage Sound and
Vision is a new venue for vint e
broadcasting enthusiasts. Situated at
Chester’s major antiques centre, ON
THE AIR has a constantly changing
stock of vintage wireless, television-
and related items. Please wn'te
[enclosing SAE) or phone for further
details and to ensure personal
attention before calling. Open
Monda to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30. ON;
THE Melod ’5 Antique Galleries,
32 Ci? Road ester. Tel: 0244- -32390 or 551052.
TEST CARD VIDEOS FOR SALE: 55
minute video presentation made for
the BATC "The Development of the
TV Test Card". Andrew Emmerson
interviews Geo e Hersee, designer
of Test Card F. ots of old test cards
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included.

Also "Exotic 'I‘ll' ldents" from East
Germany, USSR, Poland,
Czechos ovalda, Estonia, Romania,
Mo olia, Libya, Algeria, New York,
“BB London", etc. Over 39 test
cards, station idents, news
programmes and start-of—day
recordings, lasting 49 minutes in all.

Both titles cost £9.99, VHS PAL only.
Please allow 14 days for delivery.
Andy Emmerson, below.

TELECINE: At last - an affordable
telecine service! If you want 15mm
films (not other gauges, sorry)
transferred to VHS or S—VHS but
cannot afford the usual char es, how
about iving me a call? on can
collec eliver and supply your own
tape to save money if you prefer.
Quantity prices are available, too.
Equipment has 439 lines resolution
(better than S-VHS!) and handles
optical and magnetic sound. Ring or
send SAE or details. Andy
Emmerson GSPTH, T1 Falcutt Way,
Northampton, MN? 3Pl-l. Tel: {3604-
344130.

BOOKS! Large new catalo e of
second-hand radio and TV“ oaks.
Send four first class stamps for one
issue or £2.25 cheque or postal order
for next four issues. Chevet Books,
15? Dickson Road, Black ool, Lancs.,
FY] 2EU. Tel: 0253-513 3.

HELP! Can someone lend me a
recording of the BBC 'Wogan“

rograrnme made on 24th July 99-]
last BBC show from the Television

Theatre)? Peter Matthews, Canzone
del Mare, Tl] S dwell Road,
Colchester, Essex, 02 EDT. Thanks.

WANTED: TV with s eaker alon side
screen, e.g- Pye B lfi  , Invicta T I  2 or
similar. Barrie Portas, Grimsby 0472-
324339.

WANTED: buy back numbers of
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Wireless World June 1954,
December 1955, May 1955. Andy
Emmerson, as above.

WANTED: Circuit diagram or any info
on French-system ortable TV made
in German by Unlvorr (late l9?0s?}.
Also ata on Mullard CRT tube
DPT-5. anks. Peter Blackett, 081-
64? 8833.

WANTED: Practical Television
Circuits [F.J. Camm), any condition;
High-resistance radio control relay,
Sigma 4F Siemens twin-bobbin or
similar, 3300-5300 ohms; vidicon
tube with scan coils for ex rirnents;
any unwanted photos o pre-l939
television sets or low-defintion
apparatus, home made or
commercial [not for publication};
circuits for valve uitar am for home
construction 19  Ills or 05. Thank

ou. Graham Nutt fill Wickhay,
Easildon, Essex, 5515 SAP.

NOTICE:
For some reason the April issue is
almost complete already {6? pages

roduced, so some articles will
' ave to be s ' t i t  into two partsll.
Could I there ore lease ask that
any more readers’_ etters and small-
ads, atso the regular feature
contributions be sent in as soon as
possible? I hope to dgo on holiday
In April, so it woul assist if the
A ril issue could be completed in

arch. Thanks! [AE]
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RADIO DAYS?
One of our readers has just rung to say there reallyr would be room for a
magazine like 405 Alive catering for radio nostalgia.

_Ot course. there are several excellent magazines coverin technical topim
of radio, such as Radio By ones, The Radio hiie and the bul etin ot the British
vintage Wireless Society, ut they don’t rea 3: cover old programmes or  such
Intrigumg trivia such as the different tones of gongs used in the various the
Radio Luxembourg studios!

. Are we missin a point here? Is there in fact a magazine that covers this
subject? it not, woul you be Interested? Should it be a se rate publication or a
supplement to 4fl5 Alive? Who would edit it? Who wou cl contribute articles?
Who would subscribe? What title should the publication have {catchy ideas
pleasell? _

Please ring or write

TELEVISION
ON BFI SOUTH BANK

M
M
“—1

Emergency,r Ward 1WCompartiI-lude Women Tue
25 Feb 13“ MD MI
Programmes showing some of the drastic cimngts
in  'I'V‘r- I'IJPTEfiEI‘lEJfiUII of women. from the prim
and pretty: to the downright raucous- In one ol'
the :~'-ur'vi1.-irnt,T episodes of Emergency Ward 10.
male doctors tail»; over a TI! castle, Simon tries to
propose and nurse inst can't gel r id of her rash
L-lTl". i x  115.5%- A recentlv rediscovered
episode of Compact is a rare treat (BBC. tr {H i l l

and we finish w i th  a special preview. Rode
Women, i n  wh i ch  the  comic I o  Brand l i nks  I'ive
stories of women who are. well really rude
[hill-idh-nmrcl'i Films firr C4}.

Priority postal ream-aliens from Monday 10 [anoary
I‘ermnal and telepim-ne lemmings fig-arr MDI‘Idaf 1? ]an car!
But: Office [1?] —'JE 3231 Hillard}r tickeLs availability [in-hi] 11175-1 HUME information 11?] am Effie

LATE N EWS
from john ever, Illuminations:
I trust you will approve of our next venture into the archives. From i‘ehruary 3 on
Channel 4, we mrogramming and presenting TV Heaven, 13 Saturdayr fights
each of which ' include 3 or 4 whole programmes plus a range of ips,
commercials and so forth. Each night will feature one year from the 19605 and
lB'i'fls, and the selection of programmes will be very,r broad - as will our
supporting material. Frank Muir is to host the evenings, and we believe it will
prove to be both enjoyable and instructive viewing.
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0n age 15 of issue 12 Malcolm Barrett mentioned the east London
esta Iishment of Duke 8: Go. Here is an advertisement of theirs from 1957-

12 moHTHs' GUARANTEE on USED
11in. £110. 14 in. £5.10. TAI- TUBES
We are nowr able to  after this wonderftII guarantee. 5 months'
full  replacement and 6 montiIs' progressive. Made possible
only Ia'r improved high quality of  our. tubes. Carr. and? Ins. ISJIE.
EDHVEET YOUR II;I|.-—ID.I1-——'IEIII. to 141m—15In.——1'I'In.
Our pamphIet is FELEE. and on man]! sets i t  costs only the tube to  give you
these giant pictures. SPECIAL OFFER:  I4in.-—15In.—I£in.. 12V.
Tubes £5. FerIect. See them working in our shops.
l l i n .  TJII". TU  BES £5  Shortage may cause delay. enquire first and
save petrol. We may have alternative and an  tell you delay if any
ISIS carr- & ins. on all tubes

14in. T.V. CHASSIS £13393
Complete with tube and spea-
ker. modified mdr working.
Fully guaranteed for 3 months.
These are demonstrated'In our
shops-LESSvalves.Asabove-Ivith
5 valves “5}  lilo. With all the
vaIves Elfl lflfi t  {Some III-elmr on
the latter. 1 Ins.. carr-tube incL.

go i re [or allot he rchannels soon.

LAP. on  adapted  chassis- LESS
valves. £I9.'19.-'I5. W i th  5 valves
E1If l?. ‘fi .0r  complete with all
valves. E15} ”fin. Ins. cash.33!
Free drawing with order.or3-.|'5.

T.v. tHASSIs 91:5
Complete chassis by famous manuEacturer. ILF. E III. unit included.
Drawing FflEE with order. Eeing In three separate unit: (Power. Sound-
Vision and Time we} interconnected these chassis can easilyr be fitted
into existing table or  console abinets. THIS CHASSIS l5 LESS VALVES
AND TUBE Channels LI. 3-5. LP.5 16 5 ['Icfs.- I9. 5 FIE"s. £35i converted
1.1:! E..T V. channel. Insured can; [0;II. Drawing I'M.

T.V.  GHRSSIS UNITS
SDUHD 3t VISION STRIP 115,?- Tested working.
pleIe vision strip, LESS valves- FREE drawing. Post 1'6.
POWER FADE d53— II.I=. EHT unit
veES- Int_. tarr_5.f-. FREE drawing-
T IME BASE 30'}- Tested working. complete with locoscoil. Less
valves, FREE drawing .  Pos t  and: pack ing  3ll'fi.
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. tested working. Less

151-. Channels I—l-n-lonlv. buten- '

”in. TUBE RECTANGU— 3

‘ ld .

SPEAKERS SIS Pit-Bin. Cannot III repeated. Lu the her
ehotne listen to that'f. V. o r  radIo programme. Post sod oatlting Ifl.

Gin-EM GABLE 6d .  Yard.  Cut to In f  length. good quality.
Post I: packing on 1D rds. IJI'IEI. ASI- {ma-ads. Post and packing 316.

SELF-FEED SOLDERING
I'I volt—III] volt 29 :6
6 volt—mil!!! volt. ‘ 5  I!"

Node for the American onrket.
or mains. Export quality. Export

order: invited. mplete in light carrying
use. Reel ofsolder. spore parts. F .  l: P. 11?.

lEar

HorIIE nAoIo 79:5
5 valve [natal] sfhet 3
wflaand receiver. RCA-Gram.
RU.  sockets. to wooden
cabinet. lain. II IH—in. It
Eiin. Ins-. carr . .  TIE.

IDEAL “ I’d "
IIHASSIS 3959

iw lband  sl'het and gram.
5 valve {octalL Ideal for
table grant. lam: still giving

hIgh quality output. +I-Ino1: control. Chassis 15in. at Ein- II Tiin-

EtEoTIIIo connotes HEATER
99:5

an hour. Cheaper than paralfin. hotter. no
smells. ACIDC. Switched illuminated grille. Ins...
carr.. ID-.|'6

MASKS T.V. 3l9
New rubber Ior Iliu- P. E: P. I19.
soiled. need washing. I l i n .  rubber . F. A P. I.'9-

“Psi’II‘P‘I‘I‘II‘I” DUKE 8:. C0. W”
5216 RDMFURD ROAD.  MAHDR PARK,
LBHDDH. E. 12. Tefephone: ERA 65?? 5Send tor FREE oATALoIIuE

MASKS If?
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GOOD HOMES WANTED!
The following items have been offered free of charge or almost free by their
generous owners, though th will doubtless accept small donatrons if you are
pleased with what you et! ' latter find of gesture goes down well srnce 111
many instances the a vertisers are not members of our group and are
pensroners, widows, etc.. Where no phone number is given please enclose SHE
with your letter, it’s only fair.

in each case the adverliser has agreed to hold the items for one month
from publication - after then it’s proba iy the corporation rubbish dump or an
antique shop. You have been w ed!

* Quantity of TY service manuals circa 1960 — BRC, Pete-Scott, Stella, Philips, etc.
Mr Selwyn Jones, Abergavenny. Tele: 04951-305636.

* Decca DMl single-standard set circa 1955, restored, not used since 1935,.
working then. Avo CRT rejuvenator, ancient. l realflly don’t want to _ut these on
51:12?) fly so please have them for nothing. Benny Ill, Torrington. ( evon] {1305-

? . .

* Etronic Projected Image W, serial no. ECS 2231!]3-HM, E020tli. Rf. Bowman, 2
Gothic Mount, Acldon, Pontefract, Yorks., WF? EHN. '

HOW TO CONTACT 405 ALIVE
We want to hear from YOUl This is your magazine, so please send in your
letters, notes and articles; don’t be bashful, other people will - be interested in
what you’re doi ! As we do this for fun, not profit, we re ret that we cannot pay
for contributions at authors are encouraged to retain eir copgright and are

efree to publish their articles in other publications as welt. . nd  us your
advertisements too. .

[f at all possible, please TYPE your contributions using a dark, black
ribbon. This enabies them to he read straight into the word—processor by a
document scanner. Magic!

Contributions on computer disk are particular] welcome and our disk
wiil be returned. 1 can handle most variations of [BM EC and CPfM- disgs in 3,5"
and 5.25." size but lease rocess your words as an ASCH or WordStar lite.
Through the nod o tices o Radio By ones, we can handle Amstrad PCW’ and:
Macintosh dis , but not BBC format. I in doubt please ring first on 11504—844130.
Thanks. You can now also fax your letters, ads and articles on [15604321541

' CAN’T WAIT ANOTHER TWO MONTHS
for the nerd issue? Well, why not build up our collection of back issues? Mist

of the information in them does not date at a , and ifyou enjoyed this issue you:
are bound to enjoy the previous ones as well. Most back numbers are in. stock
(and are reprinted in batches when they are exhausted). Issues 5- to 12 cost £2.50
each, while numbers 1 to 4 are available in a singie volume for £5. inland postage
included, add 50p for overseas. '
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THE BACK PAGE
405 Alive is an independent, not—forsprofit magazine devoted to the study and
preservation of old television technology and pr ming. It has no connection with,
and is not subsidised by, a other organisation. ublication is at approximately three
month intervals, no in anuary, April, July and October.

Correspondence is welcomed: write to the editor, Andrew Emmerson, 7 |  Falcutt
Way, Northampton. NN1 BPH. If your letter is not intended for publication please
indicate this clearly. All letters are gratefully received and will be acknowledged in the
next issue if not sooner. If you are expecting a reply you must include a stamped
addressed envelo and preferably also your telephone number (in case it is quicker to
telephone a replyl’e— thanks. -

Editorial ' Iicy. We print. readers' addresses only in small advertisements or when
asked to. \E: will always be happy to forward letters to contributors if postage is sent.

Advertising rates. Classified: free to subscribers, E l  per advertisement for others.
Display ads, using your artwork: £5 per half page.

Copyright {c} I992 by Andrew Emmerson and contributors. E3:OE. Whilst eve care
is taken in the production of this newsletter, the editor accepts no Iegal'responsibi ity for
the advice, data and o inions expressed. No guarantee of accuracy is implied or given for
the material herein. The contents of the newsletter are covered by copyright. Partial-
reproduction is allowed so long as the source is quoted. -

Exchange ublications. You may wish to contact the following allied interest groups
(please sen SAE with all enquiries}. '

BRITISH VINTAGE WlRELESS SOCIETY: Gerald Wells, Vintage Wireless Museum, 13
Rosendale Road, London, SE2! EDS.
BRITISH AMATEUR TELEWSION CLUB: Dave Lawton GOANO, Grenehurst, Pinewood-
Road, Hi h Wycombe, Bucks, HP I 1  4DD. ’ '
NARRO BANDWlDTH W ASSOCIATION: Mr N Reynolds, 6a Collingbourne Road,
London, WI  2 fliQ.
TEST CARD C RCLE: Stuart i’lont ome , 2 Henderson Row, Edinburgh, EH3 EDS.
IRISH VINTAGE RADIO 3: SOUND SOBIETY: Henry Moore, 9 Auburn Close, Killiney,
Co. Dublin. . '
PROJECTED PICTURE TRUST (cinema histomRev. Keith Stokes, All Saints'Pastoral
Centre, Shenley Lane, London Colney, Harts, IAF.

We also read and recommend these other specialist blications of interest:
RADIO BYGONES, 9 Wetherby Close, Broadstone, orset, BH I 3 3 B.
THE RADlOPHILE, 1'Larkhill", Newport Road, Woodseaves, Staflor , STIO GNP.
TELERADIO NEWS, 3' Epping Close, Derby, DE3 4HR.

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR OWN COPY OF 405 ALIVE?
Perhaps you are reading a friend’s copy - now you can't wait to receive your own copy
four times a year. Send a cheque for El  2 {inland}, Eurocheque for {I 3 {abroad} made
out to Midshires Mediatech or $15 cash {world air mail}, which will y for a- year's
subscription (four issues}. The address is ill Falcutt Way, orthampton, RENE BPH.


